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Chapter 1
General Introduction
1.1 Rationale
Host-parasite interactions ate diverse and widespread (Rothscbild and Clay, 1957)
but relatively tittle is known on bow these interactions operate: (Loye and Zuk. 1991;
Cayton and Moore., 1997). Selected avian models bave been investigated to illustrate bost~
parasite interactions aDd parasites have been shown to affect everything from behaviour and
ecology to physiology and reproduction of their avian hosts (Clayton and Moore. 1997).
Seabirds form a relatively small avian group (less than 2% of extant bird species; Gaston
and Jones, 1998) with a wide range of parasites living in association with them. Although
an enormous body of literature bas been amassed on seabird Iife-cycles, behaviour,
ecology and physiology (e.g., see review of the family Alcidae; Gaston and Jones, 1998).
very few srodies document the intricacies of bost-parasite interactions in this avian group_
A clear understanding of the community-level interactions of parasites is necessary in order
to elucidate an individual host-parasite relationship (Holmes and Price, 1986). The
elucidation of parasite conununities also provides a better understanding of the ecology and
distribution of their seabird hosts (Hoberg, 1986).
Ectoparasites of birds ate very diverse but they generally represent two major
groups: the insects (Insecta) and the ticks and mites {Acari} (Dogiel. 1964). In seabirds.
ectoparasites have been shown to cause everything from minor irriwion and disease
tranSmission to nest-desertion and death ofboth adults and chicks (Eveleigh, 1974;
Eveleigh and'T1trelfall, 1975; Eveleigh and ThreJraIl, 1976; Fitzpatrick and Threlfall, 1977:
Choeand Kim, 1987; Morbey, 1996; Wanless etaJ., 1997; Duffy, 1983; Duffy, 1991;
Gautheir-Clerc et aI., 1998; Bergstrom et aI., 1999). Nevertheless, large nwnbers of
ectoparasites continue to live with tbcic hosts in many cases, without appalent barm. to their
seabird hosts (Cboe and Kim, 1987). I undertook my study 10 provide a bence
undemanding of ectoparasite community stIUet\m; using four auks and their ectoparasites
as a model, and to attempt to derive some general principles that might be responsible foc
the persistence of ectoparasites OD. their seabird hosts.
1.2 Quantification of Patteros
Host-parasite systems can be studied by measuring and analyzing aggregation
patterns, which are characteristic of the vast majority of host-parasite systems (Taylor,
1961; Crofton. 1971; Anderson et aI., 1982; Poulin, 1998). Aggregation refers to th.e non-
random distribution of parasites within a bast population, in which small numbers of hosts
harbour many parasites while the majority ofhosts harbour few or DO parasites. The
ubiquity of aggregation patterns implies that similar processes in different biological
systems may be responsible foc generating these patterns (poulin, 1998). One such
process in nature is group living which has been shown to decrease parasitic aggregation
patterns by increasing contact uansmission of ectoparasites (Rozsa et aI., 1996).
Other quantitative measwes. such as prevalence (the percentage of hosts in a given
population that are infested by a parasite species), mean intensity (the mean number of
parasites per infested host within a host population) and relative abundance (the mean
number of parasites per host in a given population), can also provide information on the
natureoftbe parasite communities (Margoliset aI., 1982: Bush et aI., 1997). Clear
genenilizations on how these variables change in parasitic communities are DOl available.
Group--living seems to increase coctaet transmission, which in tum changes measures of
parasite abundance (Poulin. 1991; Rozsa et aI.. 1996; Rekasi et aI., 1997). However,
some studies indicate that gI'OUp--li.... ing might not necessarily affect parasitic abundance and
factors such as host migration may influence distribution patterns (Poiani. 1992).
The analysis ofspccies richness (the total number of species in an assemblage of
species) bas been shown to serve as an important means of assessing the.stnlCtUfe of
parasitic communities (Simbedoffand Moore, 1997; Poulin, 1996, 1997, 1998). Species-
richness alone, however, is insufficient in providing a complete picture of the community
and analyses ofpanems in richness and abundance is often useful. Mo~ recently. a pattern
~ferred to as nestedness or nested subset SlruCture has been utililzed extensively in order to
investigate community structure (patterson and Atmar, 1986; Coole, 1995; Worthen, 1996;
Poulin, 1998). A community or assemblage forming struclUred, non·random subsets of
more species-rich communities is said to be nested (patterson and Atmar, 1986). "Ibc
nested subset pattern predicts tbar. species.pocx or depaupcmtc communities would form
distinct subselS of progressively richer communities of ectoparasileS. Nestedness in
cctoparasites of birds bas Dever been investigated before although the potential importance
ofnestednes.$ is recognized (Worthen. 1996).
1.3 Hosts
Many seabird species (e.g. the auks, family Alcidae) breed in large colonies during
summer, making them ideal candidates for ecological studies (Gaston and Jones, 1998).
Such seabird colonies ace also ideal habitat forectoparasites searching for a new host and
many ectoparasitic species have become highly specialized in syochroniz.ing their life-cycles
with their hoslS' (Eveleigh and Tbrdfall. 1975). Most oftbe 23 species of auks breed on
off·shore islands. some being extremely remote (Gaston and Jones. 1998). Lsland
colonies keep individual auks relatively safe from terrestrial predators as weU as close to
their marine food sources. Ground-dweiling ectoparasites. such as ticks, take advantage of
this seasonal abundance of hOSlS by climbing on hOSlS to get blood meals (Eveleigh and
ThrelfalI, 1975). The ectoparasites that live on the feathers (e.g. feather lice) also take this
opportunity to search for and colonize suitable hoSlS to breed on (Eveleigh and Threlfall,
lcn6). How do such communities form and what factors shape them? The study of
ectoparasitic communities in relation to the aggregation of auks could reveal patterns of
ecological importance that help in the mainte:nanc:e of these complex associations.
1.4 Thesis Layout
My thesis is prcsenlCd in fivecbapters. 1be present chapter bas summarized the
rationale and background encompassing the objectives of the study and inttoduces the
major group to which the host species in my study belong. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are
presented in the format ofpapcrs to be sent for publication in international, peer-reviewed.
scientific journals. The quantifications and statistical analyses are different in each chapter
and references are made to other chapters wherever appropriate. Chapter 5 summarizes the
findings of Chapters 2. 3 and 4 in a more generalized fonn with suggestions for possible
future research.
Cbapter 2
The diversity ot ectoparasites of four auks (Alcidae) at tbe
Gannet Islands, Labrador
Abstract
Ectoparn5ites were coUected using an improved dust-ruffling technique from lOS
adult auks representing four species: Atlantic Puffin, Frarercula arctica; Razorbill, Aica
rorda; Thick-billcd Mwrc:, Uria lomvia; and Common Murre:, Uria aalge. The technique
involved applying a pyrc:thrin-based pesticide on captive hosts inside a specially designed
bucket. The technique was harmless to the: hosts and provided quantitative estimates of
ectoparasites. A total of 28 different taxa were recorded belonging to the class Insecta
(insects) and the sutx:lass Acari (ticks and mites). Most taxa previously recorded from
thc:sc: hosts were represented. The: three: louse (MaIJophaga) genera recorded were
Austromenopon, Quadraceps and Saemundssonia. Ixodes "riae ticks (parasitifonnes)
and feather mites of the genus Ailopres (Acarifonnes) were also recorded from all the auk
bost species. Pboretic organisms - on"batid mites (Acarifonnes), springtails (Collc:mbola)
and thrips (Ibysanopteta) were collected. Featbc:t mites of the genus Alloptes were
Dumc:rically the most abundant ectoparasitic group, with numbc:cs reaching as high. as 538
inidviduals 00. one Atlantic Puffin. Razorbills and Puffins generally harboured the most
feather mites, with means of 35.7 and 39.3 individualslbird respectively. AU other
ectoparasite groups occulTed in much lower numbers, no single group approaching means
higher Ulan 1000ird.
Chicks of Atlantic Puffins, Razorbi1ls and Conwon Murres (N=68) were also
sampled for ectoparasites. Most groups represented in the adults were also found on the
chicks. Fea1bc:r mites were extremely rare and were coUoctcd from a few chicks only. The
three louse genera and the Oribatida occcured in large numbers on the chicles. TIle most
dominant ectoparasitic group on Common Mmre chicks was the lice. OlibaLid mites
represented the most dominant group on Atlantic Puffin and Razorbill chicks. The
presence of the different taxa on the auks and their chicles are compared to existing literature
and potential relationships of uncertain and phoretic taxa are discussed.
2.1 Introduction
Diversity and the lack ofda,a
Parasites fonn a vel)' important pan oflbe lives of tbeir bosls (ROlhschild and Clay,
1957). Nevertheless, relative to tbeirenormous diversity, very little information is
available 00 the intricate life cycles of the multitude of parasites that live in or on wild
animals (Loye and Zuk, 1991; Clayton and Moore, 1997). What little is known tends to
coocem conspicuous organisms that~ readily captwed and isolated from their hosls. Less
evident parasitic organisms, whether internal or external, are usually ovedooked, and their
complex interactions and lXXential influence on host life cycles~ largely ignored.
Seabirds belonging to the family AIcidae are no exception to lhis general rule.
Whereas an enormous body of lilerature has been amassed on their life cycles, behaviour,
ecology and physiology (Gaston and Jones, 1998), few studies have documented the
incidence of parasites (Eveleigh, 1974; Eveleigh and Threlfall, 1976; Fitzpatrick and
Threlfall, 1977; Choe and Kim, 1987) and tbeextenl to which some ofibese parasites
influence the lives oftbeir seabird hosts (Morney, 1996: Wanless et aI., 1997).
Ectoparasites have been shown to cause nest desertion (Duffy, 1983; Duffy, 1991) and
chick mortality in a range of seabirds (Gautheir-Clerc et a1.., 1998: Bergstrom et aI., 1999)
but, aside from these few studies, data on the~ of seabirds 10 parasitic infestations
is virtuallynon~nL
Hosts
In this study, I investigated the range ofcctoparasites living in association with four
colonial seabird species: Atlantic Puffin, Frourcula arctica: Razorbill, Aka tanJa; Thick-
billed Murre, Uda lomyia; and Common Murre, Uria aalge. r selected these four related
host species (belonging to the family of Auks: Alcidae) because they are locally abundant in
Atlantic Canada and vary coosidenbly in breeding habitat selection and in levels of
aggregation at their breeding colonies (Gaston and Jooes, 1998). This presented me with
the possibility ofexploring a wide range of questions relating to bost-parasite interactions
(SeeQlaptcrs 3 and 4). These a1cid species breed on small islands oftbe Atlantic coast
(Lock et aI., 1994: Gaston and Jones, 1998).
Allantic Puffins nest in burrows (varying in length from 70 to 110 em) on grassy
slopes (Harris. 1984; Gaston and Jones, 1998). Densities of3 burrows/mt are typical
although the average number of occupied burrows range from 0.4-0.6 burrows! rot
(Harris, 1984) Each burrow is occupied by only one pair of Puffins and hence direct
contact between individuals (other than mares) in a colony nonnally occurs outside of the
nest. The populatioo estimate foc Atlantic Canada is about 350 000 pairs (Nen.les.ltip and
Evans, 1985; Gaston and Jones, 1998).
Razorbills nest on crevices among boulders and on cliff-edges (Cramp et aI., 1985:
Gaston and Jones, 1998) and breeding sites are separated by at least lO em, but typically
by more than 30 em, with densities reaching 4 pairs/rot (Cramp et aI., 1985). In some
populations, many nest sites are localed 10m or more from the nearest neighbour (Uoyd el
aJ., 1991). Estimates on the world population range from 500 000 - 700 000 pairs (Lloyd
et aI., 1991) out ofwhicb only about 4.. breed in Eastern Canada (GanIarsson. 1985).
The: largest Razorbill colO1]y on the eastcoost of North America is located in the Gannet
Islands, Labrador (Birkhead and Nenleship, 1982).
Thick-biUed and particularly Common Murres nest in the densest aggregations of
any auk species (Gaston and Nettleship, 1981; Nettlestlip and Birkhead, 1985: Gaston and
Jones, 1998). Thick-billed Murres nest in dense clumps and their nesting sites are typically
located on narrow ledges (as little as lO cm wide) along sleep cliffs directly adjacent to the
sea (Gaston and Nettleship, 1981; Gaston et aI., 1985) with individuals usually remaining
in contact wilh up to two neighbours from the sides on their oesting sites (Birkhead et al.•
1985>. Densities vary between I and 37 pairslm1 (Cramp et aI•• 1985).
CommonM~ typically nest on broad. flat, rocky outaops on beadlands and
offshore islands (Nettlesb.ip and Birlcbead, 1985; Gaston and Jones, 1998). Bicdsclump
next to one another witb about a third ofme birds being in physicalcontaef. with neighbors
(Birkhead et a1.. 19&5), with mean densities of20 breeding pairslm1• although densities as
high as 70 paiIs/m1 have been recorded (Crampet aI., 1985; Nettleship and Birkhead,
1985). This may perhaps be the densest nesting aggregations of any bird in the world
(Nettlesllip and Birkhead. 1985) witb breeding colonies being the largest among all the
Atlantic auk spedes (e.g. 500 000 breeding pairs in Funk Island. Newfoundland;
Nettleship and Evans. 1985).
Parasites
Parasitism has been variously defined in the literature (Batt, 1952; Dogiel. 1964;
Cheng, 1986; Schmidt and Roberts, 1989) but the original concept defines a relationship in
whicb one Of"ganism. the host. is used both as a habitat and for nourishment by a second
organism (Dogiel. 1964). This leads to a lot of confusion when dealing with organisms
that fall intoeategories of symbiosis other than parasitism, likephoresis (association in
whicb an organism is transported or camed physically by another organism),
commensalism and mutualism. Cheng (1986) suggested that pboresis leads to
commensalism through to parasitism and mutualism and that organisms showing
transitional phases between twO categories reflect evolutionary history. Others regard
parasitism as a biological and not a systematic entity (e.g. Dogiel. 1964) and suggest that
parasites be treated with the same significance as terrestrial or aquatic animals in their
ecosystems. Parasitologists largely agree that morphological, ph.ysiological. ecological or
evolutionary cbarac:teristics that mighl: distinguish parasites. in general. from non-parasites
do not exist (Brooks and McLennan. 1993). The COQl1Ovcrsy associated with the general
definition of a parasite continues and a consensus is yet to be reached (Zelmer. 1998)
In this study, most arthropods living OIl seabird hosts. whether as temporary or
pennanent residents. are refeITCd to as parasites or cctoparasites. although some of the taxa
recorded may actually represent groups that are commensal or mutualistic. In most cases.
whether or nOt they actually feed on the host or reduce host fitness has not been
documented (Eveleigh, 1974). I attempt (0 differentiate phoretic organisms from the other
symbionts because their numbers were generally low and the taxonomic groups to which
they belonged generally include widely-occurriog. soil-dwelling arthropods.
Sampling t~chnjqu~
Part of the difficulty associated with quantifying ectoparasite communities lies in the
shortcomings of the available sampling techniques (Eveleigh and Threlfall, 1974; Choe and
Kim, 1987). A variety oftcchniques have been in use, all of which have their own series of
advantages and drawbacks. Removing parasites from the hosts' feathers can be difficult or
impossible in some cases. For example, Ixodid ticks secrete cement around their mouth-
parts while feeding, which prevents them from being dislodged (Arthur. 1970;
Sonenshine. 1991). Mechanical removal might result in the hypostome (mouth-part
associated with suction) being retained in the bost's skin. causing an intense localized
reaction at the site of anactuncnt (Eveleigh. 1974). WhceIer and Threlfall (1986)
introduced the application of an anesthetic to the skin surface of birds to remove
cctoparasileS. However. this method would not dislodge Ixodid ticks if the feeding
process had aL"'Cady been initiated (Sonenshine. 1991). Furthennore, these, and a variety
of other technique limitations were likely to cause unrepresentative sampling of different
10
seabird parnsite taxa In my study. I was limited to techniques harmless to the bostspecies
because I was wodting au a Provincial Ecological Reserve wbere killing birds was
prohibited. Dead birds can be useful for documenting ectoparasite fauna and earlier studies
have relied on euthanizing wild birds (e.g. Eveleigh and'Thrclfall. 1976; Filzpatrick and
11trclfall. 1977). However, extremely small nymphal Siages of mites arc difficult to see,
even under a stereoscope. and these arc typically under-rcprescr:ted in the samples when
using Eveleigh and Threlfall's (1976) method. Choe and Kim (1987) probably used the
mosl accurate technique 10 collect ectoparasitcs. They separated whole bird skins, cut
them into small pieces and boiled thcm in Potassium Hydroxide for several hours. This
dissolved the feathen and thc skin, bullefi the exoslccletOlU of the cctoparasitcs intact
allowing enumeration and identification. 1be invasive n.anue and the extended time period
required for this protocol, made ilS use unsuitable for my study.
In sumnuuy, thcobjectives of this chapter arc:
I) to sununarizc the protocol of my improved seabird ectoparasite sampling technique,
2) to provide a review of the cetoparasites living in association with four Atlantic auk
species - Atlantic Puffins, Razorbills, 11lick-billed MWTCS and Coounon MUJTes. at the
Gannet Islands, Labrador.
3) 10 compare the occurreoce of each ectoparasite taxon recorded to the existing literature on
akid cetoparasites and
4) to investiglllC the narurc of the symbiotic associations of the ectopaasites rccon1ed with
their respective basIS (i.e., parasitic. murualistic. commensal or phorclic).
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2.2 Materials aDd Methods
2.2.1 Study Area
My study was conducted at the Gannet Islands. which consists of a group of small
islands about 29 km off the coast of southern Labrador (S40 00'N, 56°30W; Fig. 2.2.1).
A clusterof6 islands are referred to individually as Gannet Clusters I through 6 (GCl-6).
Five islands (GCI-5) are located within 500m of one another. with GC6. me largest of the
cluster locared 1.5 Jan west oflbe Gel. In addition to lbe cluster there are Outer Gannet
(S4"OO'N. 56OJ2'W) lying 5 kIn to the nOM of GC2 and two small outlying rocks, called
East Gannet RlXk: and West Gannet RlXk. which lie 4 k:m. southeast of the Gannet
Clusters.
The Gannet Islands are situated 29 Ian northeast of Packs Harbor on me south
Labradoc coast. The islands are low lying. reaching a maximum height of 66 m above sea
level. 1bey are composed. primarily of meramocphic rock. and are mostly covered by
dwarf heath shrub vegetation. Highest seabird densities cx:cur during the summer br"eeding
season on GCl-4 and Outer Gannet. Table 2.1.1 provides a summary of the breeding
populations oCme four auk. species at the Gannet Islands (Locket al.• 1994).
2.2.2 Materials and Methods
Seabird adults and chicks were captured from GC2 and GC4 between July 12 and
August 5, 1998. A tota! of 176 birds belonging to four species wen: captured by a variety
of methods (Table 2.2.1). Most adult Atlantic Puffins. Razorbills. and Common MUIt'CS
and SODle Thick-billed Murres were "1leyged'"' using a large dip net with a circular frame
(about 70em across) swept in me flight path of birds. A noose pole (with a single nylon
noose) was used to catcb most of me adult Thick-billed Murrcs from cliff edges. Adult
Razorbills were captured using a Noose Carpet (a rectangular galvanized chicken-wire
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screen with numerous nylOQ monofilament nooses attached) set on a rock where Razorbills
bad been previously seen to loaf.
I also caprured chicks of Puffins, RazorbiUs and Common Murres. Thick-billed
Mwrechicks were not capn.tred because of the inaccessibili[}' oftbeir nest sites and the
danger of losing chicks and field assistants during capwre efforts. Puffin chicks were
captured by gTUbbing, which involved reacbing into burrows and pulling out chicks by
band. Razod>ill chicks were captured from their nesting sites at accessible crevices. A
blunt wire hook was used to caplUre some Razorbill chicks from their crevices. Common
Mum: chicks were captured from two sites that were relatively sparsely occupied and thta
could be approached wilhoul causing excessive panic among the breeding adults.
After capture, anatomical measurements were recorded, following which the birds
were individually marked using stainless steel US Fish and Wildlife Service bands.
Ectoparasites were sampled from adults and chicks using a 'delouser' plastic bucket (height
40 cm,diameter 30 cm; Fig. 2.2.2). specifically designed for this purpose. The delouser
was equipped with a wire mesh platform, upon which the host stood, to act as a sieve. and
a plastic lUpperware container at the bottom to collc:ct ectoparasites that fell from the captive
hosL Each bird was dust-ruffled (modified from Oayton and Moore. 1997) with a
commen:ial eat flea powder (Brand name: Quick2kill-Hagen) and placed in the delouser
(with the porous lid on) for 10 minutes. "The flea powder used was a combination of
Carbaryl. Pyrethrin and Piperonylbutoxide - which is widely used because it breaks down
rapidly in the environment and is generally harmless to vertebrates (Casidia and Quistad,
1995; ClaytOQ and Walther. 1997). Parasites falling off the bird went through the sieve
and were collected in the container at the bottom. After the bird was released (or rerumed to
its nesting site or burrow, in the case of ducks). all the coments of the container were
placed into a labeled plastic bag and preserved in 70% ethanol. 1be collected parasites
were later sorted under a dissecting microscope in the laboratory, identified and
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enumerated. Identifications were based on me following ~(e~nces:TlDUIlCm1anD. (1954,
1957, 1963). Clay(1959), Emerson (1972), Balogh (1972), Eveleigb and 11uelfall (1974),
Krantz (1978). Keitans and Clifford (1978), Marsball (1981). Holland (1984), ElDCI'SOn
and Price (1985). Wheelet- and Threlfall (1989). Stehr (1991). Gaud and Atyeo (1996).
The sex of the specimens was also determined whenever possible. Large quantities of
feces generally left behind in the deIouser by the treated subjects made me sorting process
in !he laboratory time-consuming. mean sorting time being 4 hows per sample.
2.3 Results
A total of28 different taxaofectoparasites were found to be living in association
with the four species of auks. Some of these taxa were known parasites. while othc...s lived
on the host for their entire lives although whether or not they were parasites was uncertain.
A considerable proportion of the arthropods collected were. soil dwellers and were assumed
to be phoretic. In this section I have presented semi-quantitative information on all the
ectoparasitic taxa collected.
In general, ectoparasite abundance was less than 25 on most adults and less than 35
on chicks. Tables 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 summarize the total number of each ectopaeasitic taxon
collected from the four auk species and the chicks of three auk species. Ixodu urUu on
both adults and chicks were very low in abundance, with only a handful of specimens
being collected from all the birds. Fea1ber lice occurred in vel}' low densities on all the
alcids « 5 pet host). although tbeirdensities were much higher on chicks (usually> 10 per
host on Common MWTCS). The thn:e genera of lice represented in the samples are. shown
in Plate 2.1. The feather mite gerlUs Alloptes occurred in very high densities on adult
birds (particularly Atlantic Puffms and Razorbills) with as many as 538 being recorded
from one Atlantic PuffIn. Feather mites were numerically the most abundant group,
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although they rarely occUJTed on chicks. Plate 2.2 shows the Alloptu feather mites.
Oribatid mite genera also occurred in relatively higbee numbers in both chicks (between -3
and Il perbost) and adults (between -2 and 4 per host). Two oribatid nymphs are shown
in Plate 2.3. Staphylinid beetles. springtails and thrips were also represented in the
samples. also in low numbers. never exceeding IS specimens per auk species.
2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Sampling technique
My sampling technique was effective in caUecting large numbers of ectoparasites
from captive auks. yet it had two apparent shortcomings. Firstly. it almost certainly
sampled ectoparasites differentially. The collection of hard ticks (Ixodida), for instance.
was not 100% efficient because feeding ticks secrete a cement around the mouth parts
which prevents dislodgment. The sampling technique only collected ticks that had not
initiated feeding. Generally, adult IMXiu uriae were visible because of their large size,
although nymphs and larvae were hard or impossible to see (Sonenshine. 1991). All visible
adult Ixodu uriae were recorded prior to adding the flea-powder. but overall tick-counts
(nymphs and larvae) could have been underestimated. TIle ten-minute Iimc-period was an
arbitrarily defined compromise between maximizing ectoparnsite sampling and preventing
host death due to hypenhermia (over-beating). Leaving birds for longer time periods on
cold days (temperatures less than IO"C) could perhaps have increased ectoparasite removal
rates, which, in rum. could be used to determine a correction factor for the ten-minute
estimates (Poulin. 1991).
Inspite of these shortcomings. this technique has several advantages. The
procedure is non-lethal and the captive bird calms down soon after being placed in the
delouser. The procedure is simple and can easily be replicated. Finally, most ectoparasites
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found on auks in other snu1.ies using lethal techniques were represented in the samples
collected using my tcchnique (e.g. Choe and Kim, L987). I therefore believe that my
technique represents a satisfactory way of sampling ectoparasites from wild birds.
2.4.2 Acari
Hard ticks
In the present study. Ixodes uriae (Ixodida: Ixodidae) occurred on GCI through
GC4, but only a few specimens were collected from all the sampled adult birds. A
maximum of three I. mae were collected from a single adult Thick-billed Murre. Heavy
tick infestations have been recorded from other seabird studies, panicularly on chicks
(Morbey, 1996; Gauthier-Clerc et aI., 1998; Bergstrom et aI., L999), but this was not
noted in the current study. The apparently low incidence of ticks on seabird hosts at the
Gannet Islands could have resulted from the short duration of time during which they
remain attached and feed on the hosts (four to eight days) or because of the seasonality of
their infestations, most attacks on hosts being earlier in the season (Eveleigh, 1974;
Eveleigh and 11uelfall. 1975). Eveleigh and Threlfall (1975) observed very few feeding I.
urioe late in the season on Gull Island, Newfoundland. lbe seabirds at the Gannet
Islands breed relatively lale compared to colonies funher south (Nett1eship and Birkhead.
1985; Gaston and Jones, 1998). Whether the low tick densities observed were a reflection
of seasonality or of a lack of adaptation to coLder climes associated with higher Latitudes is
not certain. Perhaps sampling earlier in the season (as well as Later) would have yielded
more information on the seasonal variation in the feeding activity of I. urine. at the Gannet
Islands.
Ixodes uriae is a widely occurring species known to parasitize over 50 species of
seabirds (Eveleigh and Threlfall, 1974; Eveleigh and Threlfall, 1975; MeW and Traavik,
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1983; Danchin. 1992; McCoy et aI., 1999; Bergstrom et aI., 1999). Ixodes urioe is
distributedthrougbout the subarctic and temperate regions of both the bcmisp~(Mehl
and Traavik. 1983; Olsen et aI., 1993). The Common Murre is regarded as the preferred
host (Eveleigh and TbreIfaU, 1974) although all four of the auks are known to be
parasitized. Ixodes uriae feed on blood of the best through an elaborate., spasmodic
suction mecha!lism after attachment on the host (Sonenshine, 1991). They have been
demonstrated to carry Borrelia burgdorferi (Olsen et aI., 1993; Sonenshine 1991), the
spirochete responsible for causing Lyme disease in both mammals and birds (Anderson, et
aI., 1986). It has been suggested that seabirds play an imponant role in the maintenance of
this spirochete through !.heir associatioD with this Ixodid tick. (Olsen et aI., 1993).
Preliminary studies on seabird colonies in Newfoundland did not provide any evidence to
substantiate this idea (Whitney, 1999 pets. comm.). Deer mice (Peromyscus
manicu/otus) have been shown 10 serve as a reservoir host in the wild (Rand et aI., 1993).
The Gannet Islands support fairly large deer mouse populations suggesting that they could
be adequate reservoirs ifan outbreaJc were to occur. In addition, Kemerovo group
OtbivinJses have also been isolated from /.~ (Oprandy Cf. aI., 1988), but tbeic
ecological and epizootiologicalsignificance has DOl been thoroughly investigated
Feather mites
The present study produced some interesting data on the feather mite genus
Al/opte.r (Astigmara; Alloptidac). Mite densities were higher in the Atlantic Puffins and
the Razorbills compared 10 the Thick-billed and Common Mwres. The frequency
distributions oftbe feather miles did not follow a negative binomial curve USUally
characteristic of parasitic arthropods. Their sex ratio was also strongly skewed towards
females. Theic abundance did not seem to have any effect on the numbers of the other taxa
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of ectoparasites pr-esent (See Chapter·). Taxonomic uncertainty in this genus pre\'eU.ted
identification to the species level. 1t1Joptu crassipn bas been recorded from both
Razorbills and Puffins by Cancstt:ini and Kramcr(1899) wbe~Bclopolcskaya (1952;
cited in Eveleigh. 1974) reponed. specimens of Itlloptes fraterculae from Puffins. Choc
and Kim (1989,1991) found Itlloptesconurus on Thick-billed and Common Mu.rres but
the species designation was only tentative.
Feather mites arc numerically the most abundant group of ectoparasitcs living on
birds (Gaud and Atyeo, 1996). They arc krJown to occur on the surface of feathers, on
feather barbs and within the quills. The entire life is spent on the bast and accidentaJ
removal from the bostresuJ.ts in mortality. Featbermites have been given relativeJy little
anention, primarily due to the fact that they arc generally considered to be benign to the
host, feeding on feather fragments. desquamated skin scales and oily secretions (Krantz,
1978). Fungal sJ'Ol"CS and diatoms may also fonn pan of their diet (Dubinin, 1951; Krantz.
1978). Large densities of feather mites may cause a deplwning behaviotal response due to
skin irritation in some host species (Gaud and Atyeo, 1996). Heavy infestations arc also
correlated with a decline in weight and egg production in some hosts. Generally ranging in
size from 0.3-0.7 mm, they are nO( eaten by the host nor do they penetrate the host's skin.
Consequently feather mites arc DOl considered [0 be vectors of disease.. Tbe type of
relationship between featbcr mites and their hosts is not weU documented, although it is
assumed to be a bost.-parasite llSSlXiation (Fowler and Miller, 1984: Fowler and Williams.
1985: McClwe. 1989). One study of the fcarher mite, Gabucinia debilitoltJ, on Red-billcd
coughs (Pyn-hoconu pyrrluxorax) suggests a mutua.listic rather than a parasitic or
commensal relationsbip (Blanco et aI., 1997).
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Oribatidmites
In the present study, at least five and possibly seven or more species were collected
from all four auks. "They oc:cwred in fairly large and even densities, and a simple phofetic
association does Il()( fully explain their presence on the birds because of the fact that all the
auks dive to depths of20-2oo meters or more for food (Gaston and Jones, 1998). Birds
returning from the sea were also seen to carry oribatid mites. Studies on the feeding
preference ofone species of Oribatida showed that they have a distinct preference for
particularrypes of fungi (Kaneko et aI., 1995). It is possible that the oribatid mites might
take advantage of this seasonal resource which harbours bacteria (Clayton, 1999; Burtt and
Ichida, 1999), fungi (Hubalek, 1976; .Hubalek. 1978) and feather debris. all of which fall
within their dietary requirements. 1be risk of falling off the host during a dive can
potentially be overpowered by its suitability as a food soun::e.
1lle suborder Oribatida represents a diverse, cosmopolitan group (Balogh, 1972;
Krantz, 1975) that feed mainly on bacteria, yeasts, algae. plants, detritus or dead organic
matter in the soil (Luxron, 1972). 1be diversity of forms in this group makes identification
relatively easy but has resulted in the proliferation of higher taxonomic designations
(Krantz, 1975). Consequently, the classification schemes developed ace nOl: very useful in
determining relationships at the familial or superfamiliallevels. Balogh (1972) provided a
classification scheme that included all the Oribatid genera described but his system did not
incorporate higher taxa in the form ofa standarddicbotomous key. Rather, it translated
anatomical characteristics into code numbers that COl:TCSpond to an individual genus. This
system was relatively difficult to use (especially with partially preserved specimens) and
precluded identification higher wconomic levels, when the senus could not be detennined.
A major re-evaluation of the Oribatida is needed. Oribatid mites are frequently found on
seabirds and the relationship is generally assumed to be phoretic (Ballard and Ring. 1979;
Choe and Kim, 1987).
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2.4.3 Mallopbaga
1bep~[ study revealed all three geoen. of lice ~ously recorded from these
auks (Eveleigb and 1brclfall. 1976). Overall densities obtained were lower than those
reported by Choe and Kim (1987), but were similar to those of Eveleigh and Threlfall
(1976). This could be a reflection of sampling technique. since the technique used by Choe
and Kim (1987) was more accurate. However. the lechnique of Eveleigh and Threlfall
(1976) was repeated by Ballard and Ring (1979) at the Barnfield Marine Slation. on
Common Murres. and they found high deosities with overall relative trends similar to Choe
and Kim (1987). 1bis suggeslSlhat the lower numbers in my study are a reflection of
biogeography ralher than sampling inefficiency. Louse densities are apparently higher al
the sbJdy sites on the west coast of North America (Ballard and Ring. 1979; Choe and Kim
1987) and lower on the east coast (Eveleigh and 1breIfall 1976; current sbJdy). Variations
in density and abundance of these genera are discussed in Chapcer 3.
Almost all bird species examined have one or more louse species living on them
(Borror, 1981). They spend their entire lives on the hOSl, although they are usually not
detrimental (Rothschild and Clay, 1957; Marshall. 1981). Some species are known to
cause a g1eat deal of irritation, rendering their hosts emaciated and vulnerable to predation
(Borror. 1981). The Mallophaga. or chewing lice. are Ic.nown 10 occur on seabirds as well
(Eveleigh 1974; Ballard and Ring, 1979). sometimes in very large numbers (Choc and
Kim. 1987). The extent to which their presence on basIS affects breeding is not known.
Eveleigb and l1uelfall (1976) described the seasonal and overall variation in louse
populations (representing three genera: Sa~mundssonja • Quadrac~ps and
Austromenopon) in the alcids of Newfoundland. Species ofAusrrom~nopon.have been
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shown to act as a veetoc of the filarial wonn genus EulimdlVUJ in cbaradriiform basts but
long teml effects of this agent on the bost lifecyc1e bas nOl: been snKfied (Bartlett, 1993).
2.4.4 Diptera
In my study at the Gannet Islands. Dipteta were rather scarce with tWO genera of
larval flies obtained from Atlantic Puffin chicks. along with a single specimen (of one of
the two genera) from a Razorbill adult. They were generally seen crawling over the skin
surface. but some specimens were also seen to be partially imbedded in the skin.
suggesting that they might be feeding on tissue fluid ocblood (Stebe. (991). The identity
of these two geocra could DOt be detemlined, although they wece narrowed down to the
suborder MuscollXXpba (also cyclort3pbaous Brachyccra), an extzemely diverse group
with more than 8(0) species ranging in feeding habits from scavengClS to parasites that
burrow in skin (Stehr, 1991).
Certain Diptera larvae ace known to be hematopbagous parasites of birds (Sabrosky
et aI.• 1989; Stehr. 1991). Numerous genera of Calliphoridae have been recorded from a
wide range of birds (Sabrosky et aI., 1989), but none have been recorded from seabirds
(Wheeler and Threlfall. 1989). The Hippoboscid species [costa americana. has been
recorded from Thick-billed Murres (Wheeler and 1brelfall. 1989).
2.4.5 Siphonaptera
In the present smdy, onlyooe flea specimen was found from an adult Thick:-billed
Murre, along with foue specimens from Atlantic Puffins (three from adults). TIle flea from
the Thick-billed Murre was identifted to be Orchopeas lcuaJpus, a very common
ectoparasite of deer mice, Peromyscus maniculatus. The fleas col.lectcd from the puffins
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were aU immature and hence could DOl be identified. It was assumed that these fleas were
also O. {~ucopus and were pbol'etic.
Hoiland (1984) bas reviewed the North American fleas and the hosts on whicb
they live. One flea species (A.ct~nopsylJasuavis) bas been recorded from two burrow-
nesting Alcids: the Cassin's Auklet (Ptychoramphus aleuticus) and the Tufted Puffin
(Fratercula cirrhata) (Holland, 1985).
2.4.6 Coleoptera
Stapbylinids in this study were classified to the subocder A1eocbarinae wbicb
contains about lJOOspecies in 200 genera (seevers, 1978), TIle taxODOmiC uncertainty of
this diverse subcxdec bas prevented proper identification from the existing literature and
major revisions arc therefore necessary (Amen. 1993), The group thrives in a range of
microhabitats. feeding on decomposing animal and plant remains, along with soft bodied
arthropods and fungi. They are particularly common in decomposing animal catt:aSSCS
where larval Diptera abound. Their presence on Atlantic Puffins and Thick-billed Murres
could be phoretic. Larval Diptera (not identified) in the guano of Common and Thick-
billed Murres (personal observation) may also have been a target prey item. Beetles are
representatives oftbe largest order of insects (Borror. 1981) butonIy about 71 species are
considered to be eaoparasitic on mammals (Marsball. 1981). The tribe Amblyopini of the
family Staphylinidae includes some cetoparasitic species but most await description.
2.4.7 Collembola
Collembola, or springtails, are soil dwelling insects that feed on bacteria, fungi and
dead organic matter (Hopkin, 1997). Some are carnivorous, feeding on soil nematodes and
other Collembola. None of the species are known to be parasitic to animals, but some are
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known to infest and feed on wounds of amphibians. Their presence on the alcids could be
phoretic, although attraction to the micorbial flora of the birds (Hubalek, 1976; Hubalek.
1978; Clayton. 1999; Bunt and !chida, 1999), as suggested earlier for Oribatids, could be a
possible reason for their presence. There is evidence indicating that lice might feed
facultatively on Collembola (Oniki and Butler, 1989).
2.4.8 Thysanoptera
Thrips ace very small terrestrial insects occurring in a wide range of habitats
(Lewis, 1973; Arnett, 1993). Their feeding habits are also very diverse. including
predation, fungivory. phytophagy. Many are known to feed primarily on pollen and
spores. Others feed on the eggs and larvae of a variety of insects, mites and nematodes,
but no parasitic forms have been recorded (Amen. 1993). Several specimens of immature
thrips were found (mainly on Al.lantic PuffIns, and one from a Thick-billed Murre), and
they were assumed to be pboretic.
z.S Summary
All the organisms described above fonned part of a complex community of
anhropods living on the auks of the Gannet Islands, Labrador. The parasitic species were
of special interest because they may lower reproductive success and represent a means of
disease transmission in some of their basts. Many. however, have become specialized in
living on their host without causing debilitation. The benign and apparently harmless taxa
may fonn an indirect mutualistic association with the host by competing with some of the
more harmful taxa. The next chapter examines some of these ideas and summarizes the
data obtained on the more nwnerous ectoparnsite taxa living on Alcids.
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Table 2.1.1 Abundance estimalcs of~ pails of me rour auk: species at the
Gannet Islands, Labntdor{dala from Lock. etat., 1994)
N""'" Atlantic Razorbill Thick.-billed Cornmon
Putrm M~ M~
"""'Ganoe< 6300 62. 32. 26000
GanoclQUS!Cl'S 33000 5800 950 2LllOO
ToW 39300 642. 1270 47000
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Table 2.2.1 Sampling technique and the number of auk species sampled
at the Gannet Islands. Labrador. L998
Species Age Number Capnue technique
"'"'P'«I
AtIanticPuffin AduI, 32 Aeyging
Frarerc:uIa arctica
Chick 25 Grubbing
Razo<bill Adult 18 Aeyging.
Aka torria Noose carpet
Chick 30 By hand
Common Murre Adult 2. Aeyging
Uriaaalge
Chick 13 By hand
Thick-billed Murre Ad"" 2. Aeyging
Uria lomvia Noose pole
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Table 2.3.1 Total abundance of cetoparasites coI1eded from. the adults of four species of
"""-
Atlantic Razorbill Common Thick:-
Puffin M"= billedM"=(N",32) (N=18) (N..29) (N=29)
INSECTA (Insects)
MallOS~:~~~~~:o:~~gc~l=~ II
Satmundssonia frattrculae IS
Saemurulssonia celidoxa
QlUUiraceps obliquo.
Quadraceps htlgovauki
Qua.-iractps alcae
Austromenopo,. uriae
AustrometWpon ,.igropleunun
Colcoplett (Beetles)
AIeoc:harinac(Rove beetles)
Thys.anoptera (Thrips)
Diptera(flies)
MU$Comorpha
Collembola (Springtails) IS
Siphonaptera (fleas)
Orchopeas feucopU$
ACARl (Ticks and miles)
/:xodts uriae(Hard ticks) , I 4 8
Allopus sp. (Feather miles) 1179 .44 32 177
Oribalida (Oribatid miles) 80 71 '4 ,.
unlcnown Acari I. 14
·see Appendix I for a more detailed classification scheme.
2.
Table 2.3.2 Total abundance oC ectoparasiles collected from !be Ihree species of auk
chicks·
Atlantic Razorbill Common
Puffin Murre
(N=2~) (N,.30) (N=!])
INSECTA
Mallophaga (Chewing lice)
SaemlUldssoflia catWl
Saonundssotlia frattrculoe
70Quadraceps obliquQ
QuadrQceps helgovauJd
24Quadroceps aicae
Ausrrometlopotl Ilriae 150
Ausrrometlopon t1igropleurum 3.
Thysanoptera (Thrips)
Diptel11 (Flies)
40Muscomorpha
Collembola (Springtails)
Siphonaptera (Fleas)
Orcho,ntU leucopus
ACARI (Ticks and mites)
1lzodesuria4Harolicks)
AUopru !p. (Feather miles) 14
Oribatida (Oribatid miles) 28. 100 45
unknown Acari 15
'",see Appendix I for a more detailed c1assiflCalion scheme.
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ooo
f- -'t--pWticbucket
~~---""bcIc
powdered bird
..~-_"'"'h
coUecting vessel
Fig. 2.2.2 : The delouser used for the removal of ectoparasites of auks
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(a)
(d)
500 ~m
(b)
(e)
(e)
Plate 2.t Louse genera collected from the four auks • a) Quadrac~ps (nymph);
b) Quadro.ceps (male); c) Quadraceps (female); d) Austromenopon (male);
e) Austromenopon (female): and f) Saemundssollia (male)
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I:
250 IJm
Plare 2.3 Unclassified oribatid mite nymphs coUected from the four aulcs.
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Cbapter 3
Does bost coloniality in.nuen~e tbe population structure of
ectoparasites of four auk species (Alcidae)?
Abstract
Host--parasitc interactions are complex: and a wide range of factors may influence
their maintenance. One sucb factor, coloniality of basts, has been sbown to structure
patterns of ectoparasite abundance amoog ind!ividual avian bosts. (investigated the role of
colonial aggregations of four auk hosts (Atlantic Puffin, Frafercula arcn'ca; Razorbill,
Alca forda; TIUck-bWed Murre, Uria lomvia=. and Common Murre, Uria aalge) in
detennining aggregation, prevalence and relative abundance of theirectoparasites at the
Gannet Islands, Labrador. Aggregation, as rrac:asured by the k parameter, variance-to-mean
ratio and Green's index showed that pooled ectoparasite distributions were aggregated.
Selected ectoparasitic taxa bad uniform, rande»m and aggregated distributions. Taxa that
were aggregated, bowever, sbowed low levels of aggregation with Green's indices ranging
from 0.012 to 0.396. Prevlllence and relative :abundance were compared for selected
ectoparasitic taxa 3IDOIlg the four bosts. Prevalence ofectoparasites were generally low foc
most taxa, values ranging from 0 to 20%. Prevalence of Quadraceps and AustromeflOpon
were high (76.9 and 10Q"l, respectively) 00 Common Murre chicks. Ollcks of Atlantic
Puffins and Razorbills (less aggregated hosts) bad much lower pr-evalence of these twO
louse genera (4.87 and 33.3CJ1 for Quadracepos; 0 and 43.33CJ1 for AustrOTneflOpon,
respectively). Relative abundance of the same genera on chicks showed a similar pattern,
with lhe Common Murre chicks harbouring significantly more lice lhan Atlantic Puffin and
Razorbill chicks. Feather mite prevalence was significatltly higher on adult Atlantic Puffins
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and Razorbills Oess aggregated hos(5) (93.3 and 83.3%, respectively) compared to the two
murres (44.8% in both cases). Relative abundance showed the same panern with Atlantic
Puffins and Razorbills harbouring 39.3 and 35.8 feather miteslbitd, respectively, which
was significantly higberthan the relativeabundaooe offealber mites ofThick:-billed and
Common Mum:s (1.1 and 6.1 fealber mite.slbird, respectively). A hypothetical framework
for the observed feather mite and louse distributions it pn:sc:nted based on the assumptioo
that high louse and feather mite loads n:duce reproductive success of hosts. Coloniality
was related to distributions of some cctoparasitic taxa, but it apparently did not playa
uniform role in generating most eccoparasitic distributions at the Gannet Islands.
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3.1 latroductioa
Host·parasite interactions are generally studied from lbe host's perspective. with
emphasis being placed on lbe influence of lbe parasite on me behavior, ecology, and
physiology of the bOSL My study approaches this subject from a dilfetent viewpoint: it
regards seabirds as mobile islands supporting a diverse community of arthropods. Others
have also looked at seabirds as islands (e.g. Eveleigh and Threlfall, 1976; Choe and Kim,
1987) and have recognized the difficulty associated with quantifying and interpreting
patterns in ectoparasite assemblages. Nevertheless, such an approach will be necessary if
we are to understand the fort:eS molding the sttucture of ectoparasite coaununities. A better
understanding of ectopaBSite communities will also provide a better understanding of how
the seabird host populations are affected by ectoparasitism (Holmes and Price, 1986).
Several ecological terms have been used to CODCepO.1aJize and quantify ectopar.lSite
populations (Margolis et al .• 1982; Holmes and Price. 1986; Bush et al.. 1997).
Conspecific parasite individuals on a given host individual constitute the injrapopulo.tion
(Holmes and Price. 1986). Infrapopulations are regarded as subsets oflhe
5uprapopu{ation • the entire parasite population of a species distributed among the host
population (Holmes and Price, 1986). The infracommunity is the assemblage of all
parasitic species living on an individual host and it forms a subset of the larger compotl~nt
community consisting of all parasitic species exploiting the bast population (Holmes and
Price. 1986).
Parasites tend to be aggregated (or overdispersed) among their host population.
with most individuals of the host species harboring few or no parasites (small
infrapopulations) and relatively few host individuals with high infestations Oarge
infrapopulations; Crofton, 1971). This presents a challenge to statistical analyses of host·
parasite interactions (Krebs, 1989; Shaw and Dobson, 1995; Poulin. 1998). The most
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commonly used index that characterizes aggregation is the induof dispersion (or the
variance to mean ratio; Taylor. 1961). Ratios significantly higbcrthan unity suggest an
aggregated distribution pattem and as values increase, the levels of aggregation increase.
1be reliability oflhis aggregation index bas bcco challenged, bm itcontinucs to be
commonly used because it is easy to compute (Poulin. 1998).
1be vast majority of oatura.I host-parasite systems show varying degrees of
aggregatioo (faylor. 1961; Crofton. 1971; Anderson et aI., 1982; Poulin. 1998). It has
been hypothesized that aggregation patterns may result from similar processes in different
biological systems (Poulin, 1998). Heterogeneity in the rates of parasite acquisition
(Anderson et al., 1982); differential rates of birth, growth and death on different
individuals; genetic control of the susceptibility of hosts (Wassom et al., 1986); and host
coloniality (Rosza, et al., 1996; Rozsa, 1997; Rckasi, et a1. 1997) have all been determined
to be. factors that produce aggregated distributions in parasites. Rosu et al. (1996)
demonstrated that aggregation levels of chewing lice were higher in territorial Hooded
Crows (Corvus coronel than in colonial Rooks (Corvus frugilegus). Group-living caused
enhanced horizontal ectoparasite transmission, which in tum, decreased aggregation Ic\-els
of infracommunities. This study also showed that some ectoparasite taxa showed similar
pancms of aggregation at the infrapopulation levels in these two COtVid species.
Other standard mcasW'CS in parasitology that chanlctcrizc parasite populations
include 1) prevalence., 2) mean intensity and 3) relative abundance, each of which provides
diffcrent information aoout the parasitic communities (Margolis et aI., 1982; Bush et al.,
1997). 'The prevalence is the percentage of hosts in a sample infected by a particular
parasite species. Mean intensity is measured as the mean Dumber of parasites of a species
in a sample of infected host species. Relative abundance is a measure of mean parasite load
of a species in a sample of host species. All these measures of parasite populations
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cbaracterize the extent of infection by a certain parasile species (Margolis et al., 1982;
Holmes and Price, 1986; Poiani 1992).
Poulin (1991) sbowed that colonial species of passerine hosts had higber
prevalence offeatber mites than did solitary species. Avian lice of colonial c:orvid bosts
also occur with higher prevalence than in solitary corvids (Rozsa et al., 1996). In another
study, higher louse prevalence was also documented in colonial than solitary avian hosts
but suprapopulation size (relative abundance) did oot vary between the two social systems
(Rckasi et al .• 1997). In contrast, Poiani (1992) found that relative abundance was higher
in cooperatively breeding passerine geoera than in non-coopcratively breeding hosts.
although the relationship was reversed in migratOry genera.
I herein investigate the role of seabird host species coloniality in dcten:nining
aggregation, prevalence and relative abund.ance of cctoparasites on a l'iIla scale. I chose
four auk spcc:ies (AJcidac): Atlantic PufflD. FraJercufa arcrica; RazorbiJl. Aka tOrifa;
Thick-billed Mwrc, Uria fomvia; and Common Murre, Uria aaLgf!! for this study because
they vary considerably in breeding babitat selection and deosity at their breeding colonies
(Gaston and Jones, 1998). These alcid species breed on headlands and small offshore
islands of the Atlantic coast (Lock et aI .• 1994; Gaston and Joncs, 1998).
Atlantic Puffins Dest in burrows (varying in length from 70 [0 110 em) on grassy
slopes (Harris. 1984; Gastoo and Jones, 1998). Densities of 3 burrowslm' are typical
although the average number of occupied burrows range from. 0.4-0.6 burrows! m'
(Harris, 1984) Each burrow is occupied by only ooe pair of Puffins and hence direct
contact between individuals (other than mates) in a colony nonnally occurs outside of the
nest. lbe population estimate for Atlantic Canada is about 350 000 pairs (Nenleship and
Evans, 1985; Gaston and Jones, 1998).
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Razorbills nest on crevices among boulders and on cliff-cdges (Cramp et aI., 1985;
Gaston and Jones, 1998) and breeding sites are separated by at least IDem, but typically
by more than 30 em, with densities ~hing4 painlm1 (Cramp et aI., 1985). In some
populations, many nest sites are located 10m or- more from the nearest neighbour (Unyd et
aI., 1991). Estimates on the world population range from 500 000 - 700000 pain (Lloyd
et aI., 1991) out or whicb only about 4% breed in Eastern Canada (Gardarsson, 1985).
The largest Razorbill colony on the east coast of North America is located in the Gannet
Islands, Labrador (Birkhead and Nettleship, 1982).
11tick:-billed and particularly Common Mums nest in the densest aggregations of
any auk species (Gaston and NenlesJUp, 1981; NeuJeship and Birk:head, 1985; Gaston and
Jones, 1998). Thick-billed Mwres nest in dense clumps and their nesting sites are typically
located on narrow ledges (as little as 10 cm wide) along steep cliffs dinlctly adjacent to the
sea (Gaston and Nettleship, 1981; Gaston et aI., 1985) with mdividuals usuaUy remaining
in contact with up to two neighbours from the sides on their nesting sites (Birkhead et a1.,
1985). Densities vary between I and 37 pairs!m1 (Cramp et 31., 1985).
Corrunon Mums typically nest on broad, flat, rocky outcrops on headlands and
offshore islands (Nettleship and Birkhead, 1985; Gaston and Jones, 1998). Birds clump
next to one another with about a third of the birds being in physical contact with neighbors
(Birlchead et aI., 1985), with mean densities of 20b~gpairslmJ , although densities as
higb as 70 pairslm1 have been recorded (Cramp et aI., 1985; Nettlesbip and Birlchead,
1985). This may perhaps be the densest nesting aggregations of any bird in the world
(Nen1eship and Birkhead, 1985) with breediDgcolonies being the largest among alJ the
Atlantic auk species (e.g. 500 000 breeding pairs in Funk Island, Newfoundland;
Nettleship and Evans, 1985).
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In $UIIlIDaI)'. Razorbills are less aggn:gated than Munes. both species of which are
highly aggregated on their DeSting sites; Thick-bilJed Mums are slightly less aggn:gared
than Common Murres.. Aggregalion among individual Puffins is lower than Razorbills.
The objectives of this study were :
!) to detennine the relationships of host coloniality to aggregation. prevaJence and relative
abundance of ectoparasites; and
2) to relate the observed patterns to existing hypotheses on parasite aggregations
3.2 QuaoUncaUoo and Statistical Aoalysu
'The ectoparasitcs collected from the four auk hosts were enumerated and quantiflCd
(See Chapter 2 for study site and ectoparasite extraction methods). To characterize
aggregation. I used two standard aggregation indices. namely the k paramete.r (exponent k
or parameter k) and the variance to mean ratio (f1"/x). 'The negative binomial distribution.
defined by the k parameter. is a useful way of characterizing parasite distributions and has
been used since its introduction in parasitology by Crofton (1971). The k parameter was
calculated using the maximum likelihood method (Bliss and Fisher. 1953; reviewed by
Krebs, 1989). As values of k approach zero. the {X)pulations and communities in question
become moce and more aggregated. Aggregation decreases as k increases and values ~ 8
are unreliable because the negative binomial distribution converges with the Poisson series
rendering the parasite distributions random in space (Southwood, 1978; Krebs. 1989;
Poulin. 1998). lbe reliability of k as a descriptor of the observed aggregations was tested
using au Square analyses reviewed by Krebs (1989).
The variance to mean ratio (52, x) was calculated for all the parasites
(infracommunities) on the four hosts and for selected parasite taxa (infrapopulations). Chi·
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sqUllJe analysis was used to delCnninc statistically significant deviations of the calculated
indices from unity (Ludwig and Reynolds, 1988):
, S'
X =j'(N-1)
where N =number of hosts sampled,
SI '" sample variance
and x '" sample mean
The values obtained by £his method could not be compared among species because their
computation is directly related 10 the number of parasite specimens collected (Ludwig and
Reynolds, 1988). They only provide evidence of significant aggregatioo. Green (1966)
modified the variance to mean ratio to derive the Green's index which is independent of the
number of parasites coUccted;
Green's Index =(sllX)-l
0-1
where n '" number of parasite individuals coUceted.
The values of the Green's Index generally range from zero (perfectly random) to one
(highly aggregated), whereas values below zero indicate a unifonn distribution. The
calculated values of the Green's lndex were compared between species. If large differences
occurred between species, Monte Carlo methods (Manly. (991). based on 1000
randomizations, were used to detcnninc statistical significance.
I also calculated two commonly-used and informative variables in parasitology,
namely prevalence and relative abundance of ectopatasites. each of which gives slightly
different information on the parasite distributions and abundance (Margolis et at., 1982;
Bush et al., 1997). Inter-host differences in prevalence and relative abundance of lice and
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feather mites were compacW. amoog species using Monte Carlo IDClhods based on 1000
randomiz.ati.ons(Manly. 1991).
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Aggregation
Th~ n~gative biIWmial modd
A~gationof infntcommunitics was evident in all four host species. as indicated
by the variance lO mean ratios (Table 3..3.1) and the kexponenlS (Table 3.3.2). lbe
estimated k values of diffemu anhropod laXa also revealed aggregated infrapopulations
(Table 3.3.3). However. chi square analyses indicated that the observed frequency
distributions differed significantly from the expected frequencies predicted by the negative
binomial model, in many cases (Table 3.3.2). Fig. 3.3.1 illustrates an example of tbe
discrepancy between the observed fm::tueocy distribution and the expected negative
binomial distribution. These discrepancies made k a poor estimator of the observed
aggregation and no further analyses were done with the.t paramerer (Krebs, 1989).
Varjanc~-to-m~an ratio
Analyses of the variance-ta-mean ratios at the infrapopulation level showed that
feather miles and oribatid mites were Signif"ICantly aggregated in adults of aU the hoslS. The
lice and WlClassified Acari. were significantly aggregated only in some bast species .
Oribatid mites and Quadraceps spp. were s.ignificantly aggregated in the chicks of
the three species collected(Table 3.3.4), while Au.stromOlOpon spp. were significantly
aggregated on Razorbill and Common Murre chicks, but not on Atlantic Puffins. Neither
Quadraaps spp. nor A/lStrom~nopon spp. were significantly aggregated on any of the
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adult hosts (Tables 3.3.1). The total parasite infracommunities were also significantly
aggregated 00 chicks.
Green's indo:
The values of the Green's Index for most parasite species indicated relatively low
levels of aggregation on adults (Table 3.35). Aggn:gation of oribatid mites and feather
mites was higberthan most other taxa. The values oftbe Grceo's index were compared
between the four bests using randomization methods (Manly, 1991); the differences in
levels of aggregation were not significant (P >:>0.05. in aU cases; Table 3.3.5).
3.3.2 Prevalence and Relative abundance
Prevalence and relative abundance of the various ectoparasites collected were
generally low (Table 3.3.6). Only two louse genera and the feather mite genus OCCUlted in
high enough numbers to allow meaningful randomizatioos of the prevalence and relative
abuodance.
Uce
Tbe prevalence and relative abundance of two lice genera did not differ among adult
host species with one exception (P >:>0.05, in all cases; Tables 3.3.7 and 3.3.8).
Prevalence and relative abundance ofAllStrometlOpmI on adult Atlantic Puffins~ lower
than Razorbills. Prevalence and relative abundance ofAllStromenopon and Quadraceps
varied considerably between the adults and chicks within each auk species but no clear
trend was evident (fables 3.3.7 and 3.3.8). However, comparison across species snowed
.that the two louse genera were significantly more prevalent and had higher relative
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abundance on the chicks of Commoo Murres than those of Razocbills or Atlantic Puffins (P
<0.002 in all cases; Tables 3.3.7 and 3.3.8).
F~Qlh~r mita
Prevalence and relative abundance of fealbec m.i[C$ were similar in Razorbills and
Puffins (P ~.251 and 0.523 for prevalence and relative abundance, respectively; Tables
3.3.7 and 33.8). Razorbills had significantly higher prevalence and relative abundance of
feather m.i[C$ compared to both the Murre species (P <0.001 in all cases for prevalence; P
«lOI in all cases for relative abundance). Prevalence and relative abundance were not
compared between adults and chicks because they were essentially absent from the chicks.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Aggregation
All parnsite infracommunities showed significant aggregations on their hosts.
However, variation in the degree of aggregation of parasite infracommunities did not differ
significantly among bost species. Although aggregation at the infrapopuJation level was
significant in most cases, levels of parasitic aggregation did not differ across hosts.
Colooiality of hosts, tbe!efore, had 00 apparent influence on levels of aggregation of
ectoparasites, CODtraIy to the findings of Rozsa eta!. (1996) and Rekasi et al (1997). The
latter studies investigated aggregatioo in a wide range of avian hosts.. 1bey concluded that
social systems ofbost species strongly influenced aggregation of eaoparasites. with higher
aggregation levels occuning in less S(Xiai host species. However, some of the host species
they examined were behaviourally and. phylogenetically very different. In addition, the
comparisons were made on a rather crude scale defining host aggregation (e.g., colonial
versus solitary).
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Aggregation of parasites is a dynamic atnibute. with many factors affecting its
exislence and maintenance (Poulin. 1998). Some oftbcse factors may i.oaease the level of
aggregation wbelus others may produce evenness in parasite dislributions (Anderson et:
aI., 1982).
The beodits and disadvantages of group living in the Atlantic alcid.s has been
reviewed in detail by Birlchead (1985). who identified increased parasites and disease
transmission as a potential COSt ofcolottiality. Nevertheless, the roles of parasite and
disease uansmissioo on the regulation of populations and behaviour have not been
investigated in auks. Coloniality ofbosts. in general, would be expected 10 increase
transmission of ectoparasites. in tum reducing parasite aggregation (Rozsa et aI .• 1996;
Rekasi et aI .• 1997; Poulin. 1998). This could be favored by individual narura.l selection
on both parasites and hosts. It could give the heavily infested host individuals an
opportunity to relieve themselves of some of their parasite burden through enhanced contact
transmission. 1be parasile could explore more suitable hosts for infeslation. 1be fact that
ecIoparasites were not evenly distributed across boSI populations suggests that aggregated
parasite distributions are a teSult of complex processes and colonialiry may only be one of
several factors influeocing aggregatioo panerns... In auks. the influence of colonialiry in
causing varied aggregation patterns may DOl be very intense.
1be negative binomial distribution did not descnbe most parasite distributions
indicating that aggregation patterns were different from those observed in some other bosI..
parasite systems (Krebs, 1989). Aggregated dislIibution pallemS can occur in an inClD.ile
number of forms and the k parameter is a descriptor of only one of them. Aggregation of
ecooparasites that is not well described by the negative binomial distribution has also been
observed in other studies of avian host-parasite models (Rekasi et aI.• 1997). Mechanisms
that generate specific aggregation patterns could be better understood by measuring parasite
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aggregations at different l:Iierarchicallevels (e.g. Boulinier et aI., 1996). For instance,
aggregation of ticks (Ixodes iU'Uu) may occur between Black·legged Kittiwake (Risso
tridactyla) chicks in different nests but not among chicks within the same DCSt (Boulinier et
aI., 1996). Whether then: was aggregation at ooe bienut:bical level and no aggregation or
less aggregation at a diffCleOt level could IlOl bedetennined in the present swdy.
3.4.2 Prevalence and relative abundance
Prevalence and relative abundance of ectoparasites showed varied trends across auk
host species at the Gannet Islands. Less aggregated hosts (Atlantic Puffms and Razorbills)
had higher prevalence and relative abundance of feather mites than Murres. in agreement
with the fmdings of Poulin (1991). Rozsa (1996) and Rekasi et al.(1997). Feather mites
have received little scrutiny in spite of their large numbers perhaps because of their
assumed benign role (Eveleigh, 1974; Choe and Kim, 1987; Gaud and Acyeo. 1996).
Nevertheless. heavy feather mite infeslations can cause ~ight loss and a decline in egg
production in some hosl species (Gaud and Aryeo. 1996). 1be infrapopulation size of
feather mites, therefore, may sometimes correlate negatively with ~productive success
(the proportion of eggs laid thai result in a successfully fledged chick). Ho~ver, it would
be difficult 10 expcrimenWiy demonsttate wbetbec featber mites reduce reproductive
success because fcatber mites cannot be cultured without their specific basIS (Gaud and
Atyeo, 1996). This precludes Ihc possibility of manipulating wild-bost feather mite loads
to investigate their effect on reproductive success. Herring GuUs (Ulrus orgentatus) also
carry Alloptes fealber mites and captive gulls could potentially be used to elucidate the link
between reproductive success and feather mite abundance.
Common Murre chicks had significantly higher prevalence and relative abundance
of two of the three chewing louse genera. implying that chicks provide more suitable
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habitat for lice than do adults. Razorbill and Puffins chicks bad very few lice. and their
prevalence and relative abundance were similar to those of adults. 'These observations
illustrate the link between bast aggregation and louse transmission. the UlO£C aggregated
host species being more likely to have chicks with high louse loads. Pan of the reason for
higher louse abundance on murre chicks is that most louse reproduction takes place on the
chicks (Eveleigh. 1974). Heavy louse infestations may reduce reproductive success in their
hosts, either by transmitting disease causing agents or by altering behavioral ~ponses
relating to reproductive success (Clayton. 1990; Borgia and Collis, 1990; Bartlett, 1993).
Several chewing louse genera, including Ausrromenopon. transmit species of the filarial
wonn, Eulimdana, in charadriifonn hosts (Bartlett, 1993). Experimentally enhanced
chewing louse-loads lower reproductive success by reducing courtship displays in male
Rock Doves, resulting in females choosing less-parasitized mates (Clayton. 1990).
AsSUming that both feather mite and louse abwxlance reduce host reproductive
success in the four auks in this study, the foUowing hypothetical mechanism (summarized
in Fig. 3.3.2) explaining the distribution of these ectoparasiles is proposed. 1be pattern
can be interpreted as a trade-offbetweencolooiality and adult reproductive Sua:es5. Chicles
of aggregated bast species (munes) have high louse loads due to enhanced horizontal
transmission expected in dense nesting conditions cbaracteristic of the murres. However,
this enhanced louse loads could be of benefit to the chicles since they might prevent the
build-up of feather mite loads as they grow older. In less aggregated species, such as
Atlantic Puffins and Razorbil.ls, the chicks are more isolated from other chicles and adults
and hence they have much lower louse loads compared to the murres. This could be
beneficial to the chicks since high louse loads could be harmful. However, low louse loads
may allow the build-Up of feather mites as the chicks grow older, causing the adults to be
heavily infested with feather mites, which are hard to eliminate by preening because of their
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small size (Gaud and Atyeo, (996). 1becompromise, then lies in the level ofcoloniality of
the host species. A high degree of aggregation may jeopardize chick. fledging success
because of high louse loads. but may enhance long-term reproductive success since adults
arere1ativelybealthy.
Adult Common Murres nest at high density and tbettby expose chicks to the risk of
obtaining high louse loads from conspecific individuals. However. the adult Murres have
the benefit of having lower feather mile loads which might enhance reproductive success.
Puffins and Razorbills nest in more dispersed colonies and even though they have higher
feather mite abundance per adult, their chicks have a lower risk of attaining contact-
transmitted lice from conspecific neighbours, enhancing their fledging success.
The validity of this conceptual framework for transmission and relative abundance
of lice and feather mites needs to be tesled experimentally, even though it is supported by
some evidence from other studies. Pacific breeding populations of Conunon and Thick.-
billed Mum: colonies have relatively lower breeding success relative to ALlantic
populations (Gaston and Nettleship, 1981; Byrd et aJ. 1993; Gaslon et aI•• 1994; Gaston
and lones, 1998), with most failures occurring at the egg stage (Gaston and lanes. 1998).
Common and Thick-billed Mwre.s on the Pribilof Islands, Alaska have extremely high
relative abundance of feather mileS (Cboe and Kim, 1987). [found much lower relative
abundance of featber miles in my study, in agreement with another swdy on auks at Gull
Island, Witless Bay, Newfoundland, (Eveleigh, 1914) in which no feather mites were
found from Common or lbick-billed Murres, and only low numbers were found on
PuffIns and Razorbills (Eveleigh, 1914). The lower overall abundance of feather mites is
associated with, and could be partially responsible for. the higher reproductive success
observed in the Atlantic Munes. The abundance of lice on Common and Thick-billed
Murres was also much higher in the Pacific (Choe and Kim, 1981) compared 10 those in
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the Atlantic (Eveleigh. 1974: prescnt study). The difference between louse loads of
Common Mum:s io the Atlantic and Pacific was DOted by Ballard and Ring (1979) woo
suggested lba1 variation io babirs and habitats of the murres could playa causal role..
Colony size may have important effects 00. parasite suprapopulatioos (Davis and
Brown. 1999). TIle relative abundance of martin mites (Dermanyssus prognephifus) on
Purple Martins (Progne subis) inaeases with colouy size up to a cenain level and remains
stable. [f fealhcr mites and lice of auks varied with colony size. then similar patterns in
their prevalence and relative abundance might be expected. Oven.l.l populations of munes
on the east coast of North America are lower than on the weSt coast (Gaston and Jones.
1998). Funhennore. the murre colonies (especially Thick-billedMurrcs) at the Gannet
Islands are relatively small compared to other areas in Atlantic Canada (Lock etaJ.• 1994).
Differences among the observed relative loads of feather mites (Eveleigh. 1974; Choe and
Kim. 1987: present study) and lice (EveleiglJ.. 1974: Ballard and Ring. 1979; Choe and
Kim. 1987; present study) could have been caused partly by the effect of increasing
abundance with increasing host colony size.
3.5 Condusion
My study provided evidence that the degree of aggregation in ectoparasites of auks
did not vary with degree of aggregation of their basts at the Gannet Wands. Labrador.
Interesting partems of prevalence and relative abundance of feather mites and lice were
noted. Feather mites were more abundant in less-aggregated bosts whereas abundance of
lice was similar across hosts. A dynamic interaction between chicles. adults, and level of
host coloniality is proposed as a mechanism for explaining these observations. ColoniaJity
seems to playa role in sbaping distributions of certain ectoparasitic 1aXa. More empirical
evidence is required to establish mechanisms that might generate such. distribution patterns
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in parasitic laXa. Care should be taken to consider factors such as colony size when
designing these studies.
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Table 3.3.1 Variance-to-mcan (sz/:i") <ali", Co<
"',""'" infrapopulaIions on<!infracommunities fO(" adults of me four host species.
AWntic _ill Thick:-billed CO~
Puffio M~ M~
Allopus spp. 253.85- 1191.47* 46.59- 2.61-
Oribatida 24.97- 15.2S- 1.50* 4.32*
Other Acari 1.39 2.0S* 4.17* 0.93
Collembola 2.31* 6.10* 1.62* 1.17
Sa~mundssonia spp. 2.03- 1.05 1.51* 1.41
QWJdraaps spp. 1.17 0.82 0.86 1.17
AlUtromtmopon spp. 1.00 3.59 0.92 0.96
Infracommunilies 227.11* 1721.61* 37.45* 3.23*
* indicate values Uial are significantly largCl" Uian one It C1 :: 0.05 (Chi square analysis)
Table 3.3.2 Summary of tile values of the k parameter calculated foc
all ectoparasile species collected from the four auk species. 1"1 and P
values indicate tbestatistical significance oftbedisaepancie.s between
observed frequency distributions and expected negative binomial
distributions based on the estimated k values.
Host Species " p
Atlantic Puffin 0.378 2530.6 <0.005
Razorbill 0.476 328.5 <0.005
Thick-billed MWTe 0.302 208.5 <0.005
Common Murre 1.788 35.6 <0.005
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Table 3.3.3 k values of eight cctopamsite taxa. Values between zero and eight represent
aggregated distributions.
Atlantic Puffm Razorbill lbick-billed Common
Mune Murre
bcod~s uria~ 0.547*
Allopt~s spp. 0.316** 0.331** 0.152** 0.699*
On...... 0.187** 1.729 l.057* 0.669*
OIh<>"A=i 1.378 0~641 0.102**
Collembola 0.213 0.023** 0.153* 0.446
Saemundssoflia spp. 0.524* 5.639 0.484 0.738**
Quadraceps spp. 0.940 1.774
Austrom~flopon spp. 0.319*
* and .. indicate signifiCllIlt differences between observed frequencies and expected
negative binomial distributions at a. *' O.OS and 0.005 respectively. - indicale paTameter'S that
could not be calculated due 10 the inadequacy of the data.
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Table 3.3.4 51/ xratias foc sek.ctcd infrapopulations for the chicks of
lhree host species. Values significantly greater than zero indicate
aggregalcd dismbution.
Atlantic R=rl>iIJ Co=~
Pufiin Mune
Oribatida 29.S'" 11.2'" 17.6'"
Quadraceps spp. 2.5'" 4.2- 5.7'"
Austromenopon spp. 0.0 3.2'" 6.0'"
To<aJ 26.5'" 9.1'" 14.2*
* indicate values that were signirlcanlly larger than one 1lI a = O.OS
(Chi square analysu)
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Table 3.3.5 Variation in the values of GreeD's Index of aggregation fOl"
selected cetoparasitic taxa on the four bost species. Negative values indicate a
uniform distribution; values: close to zero indicate a poisson distnbution and
values greater than zero but below one incficatr: an aggregated distribution. •
indicates incaIulable Omen's Indices due to inadequacy of me data
Parasites Atlantic Razorbill Thick.+billcd Common
Puffln M~ Murre
Ixodes uriae ..().034 0.075 +0.036
Austromenopon spp. 0.324 ..().036 -0.036
Saemundssonia spp. 0.074 0.012 0.056 0.051
Quadraceps spp. 0.034 -0.059 -0.036 0.022
Onbatida 0.303 0.204 0.033 0.063
Featbermites 0.215 0.156 0.259 0.052
Acari 0.026 0.081 0.396 -0.036
CoUembola 0.187 0.365 0.3lO 0.033
Thrips 0.172
He'" 0.310
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Table 33.6 Prevalence (P; percentage of birds that are infested) and n:lative abundance
(RA~mean number of ectoparasites /bird) of selc:eted infrapopulations on the four host
Species.
Common Murre lbick.-billed Razo<bill Atlantic Puffin
N=29 Murre N;;18 N;;30
N;;29
RA RA RA RA
lxodu uriae 13.79 0.14 20.69 0.28 5.56 0.06 13.33 0.13
Austromenopon spp. 6.90 0.07 10.34 0.10 16.67 0.50 3.33 0.03
Saemwuissonia spp. 20.69 0.31 24.14 0.35 27.78 0.33 33.33 0.50
Quadraceps spp. 24.14 0.31 17.24 D.l? 22.22 0.22 16.67 0.20
Onbatida 58.62 1.86 34.48 0.55 77.78 3.94 33.33 2.67
Feathermite:s 44.83 1.10 44.83 6.10 83.33 35.78 93.33 39.30
Acari 10.34 0.10 13.79 0.31 44.44 0.78 26.67 0.53
CoUembola 17.24 0.21 6.90 0.10 22.22 0.83 16.67 0.27
Table 3.3.1 Prevalence (%) ofrwo louse genera and a feather mile genus OQ adults
and chicks of the four host species. Values in parentheses indicate standard errors
of the mean, estimated by bootstrap methods.
Austromenopon Quadroceps A/loptes spp.
spp. spp.
AtlanticPuflin Adult 3.33 16.61 93.33
N:::30 (±3.25) (±1.88) (±4.10)
Chick 0.00 4.81
N:::25 (±G.OO) (±3.54)
_ill Adult 16.67 22.22 83.33
N:::18 (±8.24) (±9.92) (±8.94)
Cltick 43.33 33.33
N:::30 (±9.19) (±8.34)
Common Murre Adult 6.90 24.14 44.83
N:::29 (±4.14) (±1.89) (±9.04)
Chick 100.00 16.92
N::::12 (iO.oo) (±11.84)
Thick-billcdMurre Adult 10.34 17.24 44.83)
N=29 (±S.17) (±6.89) (±9.33)
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Table 3.3.8 Relative abundance (Numbel'slbird) of two louse genera and _a feather
mite genus. Values in parentheses indicate standard errors of me mean, estimated
by bootstrap methods.
AustromUlopon Quadraaps Alloptfl!!s spp.
spp. spp.
Atlantic Puffin NJuj, 0.03 0.20 39.30
N:30 (±O.03) (.0.09) (±18.25)
Chick 0.00 0.10
N=25 (±O.OO) (±O.07)
Razorbill NJujt 0.50 0.22 35_78
N=18 (±O.33) (±O.lO) (±IJ.35)
Chick 1.30 0.80
N=30 (±O.36) (.0.32)
Common Murre NJujt 0.07 0.31 1.:10
N=29 (±O.OS) (±O.il) (±O_31)
Chick 12.00 5.38
N=12 (±2.33) (±1.48)
Thiclc.-billedMurre Adult 0.10 0.17 6.ilO
N=29 (±O.06) (±O.07) (±].IO)
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Fig.3.1.1 Densities of individuals (nwnberslm~ at nesting sites recorded for the
four auk species. Each bar shows the maximum. mean and minimum density of
an auk species. ATPU-Atlantic Puffin; RAZQaRazorbil1; TBMU:<Thick-bilied
Mwre and COMU= Common Murre (Data derived from Cramp et aI., 1985).
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Fig.3.3.1 F~uency distribution of ectoparasites on adult Common Murres (circles) in
relation to the frequency dislnbution predicted by the negative binomial model (line).
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Fig. 3.3.2 The hypotbclicallink between transmission of lice and feather mites and seabird
bostagg:regation
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Cbapter 4
Species·ricbness and nestedness in ectoparasite communities of
four auks (Alcidae) -- evidence of structuring forces?
Abstract
Ectoparasite communities are often very diverse and they are made up of individuals
and species tb.a1 inceract with ooe another. I decennined the species-richness and
community structure oftbc cctoparasites of foue auk. species (Atlantic Putrm, Fratercuia
arctica: RazorbiU, Aka torda; Thick-billed Murre, Uria /omvia; and Common Murre,
Uria aalge) at the Gannet Islands, Labrador. Mean species·richness of the ectoparasiles of
Razorbills (4.1 specieslbost) was significantly higher than puffins (3 spplhoSI), Common
Murres (2.3 spplhost) and Thick.-billed Murres (1.6 spplhost). Mean species-richness was
also significantly higher in pufflns than in Thick.-billed Mu.rres and Common Murres wh.ich
were not significantly different from eacb otbec. I also investigated nestedness of
cetOpara5itic in.fracommunities to reveal non+random patterns in their assemblages. Values
of relative nestedness (C) ranged from 0.123 Co 0-298 for the four auk: species. These
values well: significantly blgber!han zero indicating that the cclOparasice infracommunilies
wece nested and WeJe not merely random assemblages of arthropods. Many Iheories have
been proposed to explain nestedness of communities. 1be observed species-ricbness and
nestedness paaems seem to be a product. of vaned bost babitat diversity, focaging and
preening behaviour.
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4.1 Introduction
Parasite communities are often vel)' complex and interactions between different
parasitic species within the same host may not be evident (pouLin. (998). Undctstanding
complex parasitic intcr.lctions may ~uire tIt:aling parasitic colD.lIllJ.Dities as ecosystems on
mobile islands. 1bc study of insular communities entails the identification of djffcrent
taxonomic groups and !.be analysis of patterns that reveal their interactions with one another
(MacArthur and Wilson, 1967; Wilson, 1986; Krebs, 1989; Worthen, 1996). Substantial
infonnation on community SlniCtwe can be obtained from insular communities by
measuring species-richness, isolation and size of wands (Simbcrloff and Moore, 1997:
Poulin, 1996, 1997, 1998). In more recent years, oestedness bas been identified as a basic
dcsaiptor of colD.lIllJ.Dity structure and bas been used in studying fragmented communities
and island ecosystems (patterson and Atmar, 1986; Worthen, 1996). Pacasitecommunities
often have similar properties to island communities and island biogeography models may
bclpclucidate patterns in community structure that are otherwise hard to perceive.
TIle theory of island biogeography predicts that smallcr, more isolated islands are
expected to have less species-rich communities compared to largcr islands that are less
isolated (MacArthur and Wilson, 1967). Species-richness of island communities is often
correlated with wand size, since the number and variety of available niches increase on
larger islands. Monogenean gill parasites of cyprinid fIShes illustraIed a clear relationship
between host size and species-richness (Guegan and Hugueny, 1994). Isolated islands
often have lower species-richness since immigration rates of less dispersive species are low
(MacArthur and Wilson. 1967). Applying these ideas to bird populations, Rozsa et al.
(1996) found that group-living corvids harboured more species-rich louse loads compared
to territorial species.
Analysis of species-richness in relation to size and social systems (colonial versus
territorial) of hosts fails to provide sufficient information on the structure and composition
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of communities (Worthen, 1996). Pairwise analysis of co-ox:urrenc:es of different taxa
may bc.lp elucidate competition (Connor and Simbedoff, 1984) and guild struc:ture
(Wortben and McGuire, 1988). Many mathematical models that quantify community-level
patterns have been proposed. In recent years, the analysis of nestedness or nesled subset
~ bas become increasingly important for undeBtaDding communities (panerson and
Atrnar, 1986; Cook, 1995; Wonhen, 1996; Poulin, 1998). A conununity or assemblage
fonning structured, non-random subsets of more species-rich conununities is said to be
oested (patterson and Atmar, 1986). Nestedness of parasite infracommunities would
suggest lbat species-poor or depauperate infracommunities form distinct subsets of
progressively richer infracommunities (Fig.4.1.1). Analysis of nestedness may illuminate
processes that shape infrapopulations and infracommunities of parasites.
Seventl hypotheses have been proposed 10 explain nestedness. Differential
colonization rates of insular species may generate nested subset patterns (patterson, and
Atmar, 1986; Wonhen, 1996; Wrightet aI., 1998). Species with good dispersal
capabilities can colonize isolated islands; islands that are easier to colonize could be
populated by both good and poor dispeBers alike. Certain parasites of auks, like lice of the
genus Auslromenopon, could be regarded as good dispeBers because of their ability to
readily detach and seek new bosts (Eveleigh, 1974). Other louse genera found on auks,
like Quadraceps and SaumuuJssOllia, are relatively poor dispe£SeTS because. they are not
very mobile and are restricted 10 specific microhabitats on the host (Eveleigh, 1974; Choe
and Kim, 1981). This differeoce in dispersal ability could be one of the several reasons
IeSponsible for nestedness in parasite infracommunities. Coloniality or gregariousness in
hosts enhances transmission of ectoparasites (R07.S8 et aI., 1996) thereby potentially
contributing to nestedness.
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Extinction rates of insular species may also produce llCSIed subset patterns
(Pattersoo, and Atmar, 1986; Worthen, 1996; Wright et n. 1998). DecreasiIlg population
size usualIy incruses the rate of extinction iII octoparasitecommunities (Pimm et al.• 1988;
Guc:gan and Hugueny, 1994). In addition, rates of extinction in avian ectoparasite
communitiesmay also be incrc:ased by preening (Hart, 1997). Forces causing or preventing
ell:tinction may generate patterns of oeste:doess.
Nested subsets of habitat types could lead to neste:dness ofcommunities (Wright e:t
al .• 1998). Specialists with restrictc:d needs are expected to occur in particular habitat
patches while genernlists can be found in almost all habitats available (Worthen. 1996).
Auks are known to harbour several specialist and generalist cctoparasites.
Saemundssonia sp.• for instance, occur primarily on the head region (Eveleigh. 1974;
Choe and Kim, 1987) whereas the: feather mites prefer the wings. although they can occur
on other habitats as weU (Choe and Kim, 1988). Austromenopon sp.• on the other hand
occur throughout the: bcxIy with no particular preference for any specific microhabitat
(Eveleigh. 1974; Choe and Kim, 1987). 1be nc:stednc:ss of niche space and the:
rc:quiremcnlS of i.n.fnlpopulations may be important in c£eating nested subset stJUctw'e in
these c:etoparasitc:s. Heterogc:nc:ities iII diffeR:nt habitats have also been shown to affect
nested subset patterns in fish ectoparasites (Guegan and Huguc:tly, 1994-).
Habitat diversity, diet and foraging strategies ofbosts can generate nestednc:ss in
parasite communities (Guegan and Hugueny, 1994). Small cyprinid fish, focexamplc:,
utilize habitats with highc:rcurrc:nt velocity than larger fish, making movement of gill
parasites between small fLSh a function of wate:r currents (Guegan et aI., 1992). Similar
variations in habitat utilization and foraging may influence cctoparasite community
composition in the auks. Choe and Kim (1987) documented more species-rich ectoparasite
infracommunities in Black-legged Kittiwakes (Risso tridactyla) and Red.legged
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Kittiwakes (Rissa brevirostris) compared to Thick-billed and Common Mums. They
partly attributed lhesc differences to a difference in nesting babits (kittiwakes arc individual
nest builders whereas murres nest in dense aggregations on cliffs) and foraging behavior
(kittiwakes are surface feeders whereas mum:s arc divers).
Nestedness bas been investigated in relatively few parasite communities and
documented nested patterns in the distributions of infracommunities arc rare (WoMen and
Rohde, 1996; Rohde et aI., 1998; Poulin, 1998; Morand et aI.,lm). Studies that have
investigated nested structures have dealt primarily with ecto- and endoparasites of fish
(Wonhen and Rohde. 1996; Rolldeet aI.• 1998: Morand et aI.• 1999) and endoparasites of
birds and mammals (Poulin. 1996). Nestedness in ectoparasites of birds has not been
investigated before (Worthen. 1996).
I selected four related host species of auks (Alcidae) in order to investigate
ectoparasite specieHichness and composition. '[be auk species (Alcidae) : Atlantic Puffin.
Fratercula arctica; Razorbill, Aka tarda: Thick-billed Murre, Uria 10mvia; and Common
Murre, Uria aalge vary considerably in breeding habitat selection and density at their
breeding colonies (Gaston and Jones, 1998). These alcid species breed on headlands and
small offshore islands of me Atlantic coast (Lock et aI., 1994; Gaston and Jones, L998).
Atlantic Puffins nest in burrows (varying in length from 70 to 110 em) on grassy
slopes (Harris, 1984; Gaston and Jones, 1998). Densities of3 burrowslm1 are typical
although [he avenge number of occupied burrows range from 0.4-0.6 butrowsl m1
(Harris, 1984) Each burrow is occupied by only one pair of Puffins and hence direct
contact between individuals (other than mates) in a colony nonnally occws outside of [he
nest. The population estimate for Atlantic Canada is about 350000 pairs (Nettleship and
Evans, 1985: Gaston and Jones, 1998).
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RazotbiIls nestOD crevices among boulders and ooeliff-edges (Cramp et ai, 1985;
Gastoo and JODeS, 1998) and breeding sites are separated by at lcasl 10 em. but typically
by more than 30 em, with densities reaching 4 pairslmt (Cramp el aI., 1985). In some
populations, many nest sites are located 10m or more from the nearest neighbour (Uoyd et
aI., 1991). Estimates on the world population range from 500 ()(J(). 700 000 pairs (Lloyd
et aI., 1991) out of which only about 4% breed in Eastern Canada (Gardanson, (985).
The largest Razorbilleolony on the east coast ofNortb America is located in the Gannet
Islands, Labrador (Birkhead and Nettleship, 1982).
Thick·billed and particularly Common Munes nest in the densest aggregations of
any auk species (Gaston and Nettleship, 1981; Nenleship and Birkhead, 1985: Gaston and
JoDeS, 1998). Thick-billed Mum:s nest in densec.lumps and their nesting sites are typically
located on narrow ledges (as little as 10 em wide) along sleep cliffs directly adjacent to the
sea (Gaston and NettJeship, 1981; Gaston et aI., 1985) with individuals usually remaining
in contact with up to two neigbbows from the sides on their nesting sites (Birkhead et aI.,
1985). Densities vary between I and 37 pairslmJ (Cramp et al., 1985).
Common Murres typically nest on broad, flat, rocky outcrops on headlands and
offshore islands (Nettleship and Birkhead, 1985; Gaston and Jones, 1998). Birds clump
next to one another with about a third of the birds being in physical contact with neighbors
(Birkhead et aI., 1985), with mean densities of20 breeding pairslmJ , although densities as
high as 70 pairslmJ have been recorded (Cramp et aI., 1985; Nettleship and BirXhead.
1985). TItis may perhaps be the densest nesting aggregations of any bird in the world
(Nenleship and Birkhead, 1985) with breeding colonies being the largest among all the
Atlantic auk species (e.g. 500 000 breeding pairs in Funk Island, Newfoundland;
Nenleship and Evans, 1985).
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In SUUllIlaIy, Razorbills are less aggregated than Mwres, both species ofwhicb are
highly aggregared on their nesting sites; Thick-billcd Murres are slightly less aggregaled
than Common Mw:res. Aggcgatioo amoog individual Puffins is lower than Razorbills.
The objectives of this study were:
I) to determine the relatiooship of species ricbness of ectoparasite iofracommunities 10
colonialily in bast species
2) 10 determine !he relationship of hosl size on !he infracommunily species-richness of
CC10parasites
3) to detect interactions between parasites by measuring nested subsel structures in
ectoparasite infracommunities
4) 10 determine if host colonialily affects the degJU of nestedness and
S) to review the theories that explain oesledness of parasite infracommunities.
Based on !he island biogeography model, it can be predicled that the murre species
would have the most species-rich ectoparasite infracommunities whereas the Razorbills and
puffll\s would have progressively less species-ricb infracommunities. This outcome could
be expected because ofboth size as well as coloniality oftbe bosr. species.. Within a given
host species. larger hosts are expected to have richer CC10parasite infracommunities
compared to smaller hosts. Nestedness. on the other hand, would be expected to increase.
with inaeasing similarity of communities. Since !he munes are more aggregated and
horizontal transmission of ectoparasites is high, tbe degree of nestedness is expected to
decrease moving from murres 10 Razorbills to puffins.
4.2 Quaotificallon and Statistical Analyses
The ectoparasites collected were identified and their presence in samples recorded
(See Chapter 2 for details of study area and sampling technique). Species-richness was
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compared among the four host species using Monte Carlo melhods, based on 1000
randomizations. Within each host species, relationships between species richness and
mass were compared using standard linear~ion techniques and COCTClation
coefficients.
The. presence of oestedness in the four auk infracommunitics was estimated using
the foUowing equation (Wright and Reeves, 1992):
C N,-E{N,}
max[N,) EIN,}
where C =the index of relative nestedness
Ne =index. of nestedness
E{Ne } =expected value ofnesteclness
max: {Nel :c maximum attainable value of Nc
lbe nestedness index. (NC> is dircc:l.Iy proportional to the conditional probability lilat a given
species is present in an infracommunity aD a host, given that it is present OD a Jll<Xe
dcpaupcnte (species poor) infracommunity. lbc calculation of Nc allows the calculation of
the. relative nestcdness index., C, which can be tested statistically with relative case.
ValllCS of C range from 0 (randomly distributed) to l(perfectly nested). TIle relative
nesteclness indices for each species was tested for significant departures from zero by
Cochran's Q test (Wright and Reeves, 1992).
The differences in calculated C values between host species were compared using
z-scores (Wright and Reeves. 1992). since randomization techniques used for comparison
of nestedness do not yield significantly different results from z-score analyses (Rohde et
aI., (998)
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4.3: Results
4.3.1: Rlc.hness
Razorbills supported richer species assemblages COOlparW to Atlantic Puffins,
Thiele-billed Murres and Common Murres (P <1).004 in all cases, based on I{)(X)
randomizations; Table 4.3.1). Atlantic Puffins also had significantly higher species-
richness compared to the two murre species (P <0.001 in both cases). No association was
found between mass of host and species richness of parasites (r values not significant. P
>>0.05). Fig. 4.3.1 illustrates mass plotted against richness in lbick-billc:d Murres.
4.3.2: Nestedne5s
Nested subset patterns were evident in the infracommunities ofall four auks
because all the values of C obtained were significantly hig!ler than zero (Table 4.3.2)
illustrating non-random structure. Comparisons between me C values of the four species
showed that the differences noted among host species were significant for each pairwise
comparison. showing that me different values of C reflected different levels of nc:stednc:ss
in the ectoparasite communities of the four auk: species (Table 43.3).
4.4: Discussion
Rir;Jlness
Atlantic Puffins and Razorbillsbad higher richness compared to the twO tIlWIeS.
suggesting that host aggregation could have a relationship with species-richness. However,
this was contrary to the prediction of the island biogeography model in which a lower
species-richness is expected in the more isolated species (puffins and RazorhiUs). Thus,
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species·ricbness of ectoparasites of auks may be controUed by other factors in addition to
coloniality and factors not explained by the island biogeography model may be operating.
The lack of an association between host body mass and richness also sbowed that
richness did not covary positively with host size as ODe would expect from the island
biogeography tbeory(MacArthur and Wllson., 1967). The island biogeography theory does
not fully apply to ectoparasites of seabirds because lhehosts are nor. uue Yislands". During
the activity period ofauk hosts, a less aggregated individual (e.g. a puffin) may come in
physical contact with one or mo~ individuals several times a day regardless of iLS
otherwise isolated nesting burrow. Additionally, many parnsite species, ~uch as ticks
(Ixodes uriae), that are parasitic to the four auks in this sludy spend most of their lives in
the soil (Eveleigh and lbrelfalJ, 1976). Their presence on me auks depends on the amount
of time spent by the auks on che colony, providing opportunity for chese ticks to find a
host. Furthermore, be<:ause temporary parasites contribute considerably to species.
richness of the ectoparasite infracommunities, the island biogeography theory and its
assumptions may not be sufficient 10 explain observed patterns of parasite species-richness
because il was intended 10 predict species-richness of resident species (MacArthur and
Wilson, 1967).
Nestednus
To my knowledge, this is the firsl record of nested subset patterns in ecroparasite
species assemblages of birds. Significant nestedoess observed in the infracommunities of
all four auk species examined suggests that nesledness could be a fairly common pattern in
seabird ectoparasite communities. &[0. and endoparasites of fisb (Worthen and Rohde,
1996; Rohdeet aI., 1998; Morand et aI., 1999), and cndoparasites of birds and mammals
(Poulin, 1996) typically have randomly distributed infracommunities in mosl cases.
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Generalizations on the apparent rarity of nested subset patterns in parasite: communities
made by Poulin (1998), based primarily on studies ofendopansites, may not apply to
avian ectoparasite communities, since nestedoess in ectoparasite communities has IlCver
been studied.
Sevenll mechanisms have been proposed to account fOC" nestedness in narura.I
communities (Patterson and Atmac, 1986; Wonben et at 1996; Wright et aI., 1998) and
many of these mechanisms may operate at the panlSite infracommunity level (Guegan and
Hugueny, 1994). I believe that the foUowing three mechanisms are important in
determining nestedness in the ectopamsite communities of the four auk species studied.
Differential colonization rates
The imponance of differential colonization in causing nestedness of species-
assemblages has been emphasized in many studies (patterson and Atmar. 1986; Worthen,
1996). The relationship between observed nestedness of ectoparasile infracommunities
and ecloparnsite: dispersa.l abilities was not directly examined in this study. However,
previous studies on the ectoparasites of the Atlantic auks have shown that some of their
ectoparasites are acquiIed faster !han others (Eveleigb and Threlfall, 1976). Experimental
wort: would be required to quantify ectoparasite dispersal ability and the resulting
relationship with nestedness.
Density-dependent extinction
Closely linked with differential colonization rates is the rate of extinction of species,
another factor believed to create nesredness in natural communities (patterson and Atmar,
1986). Mathematical models of free-living insular organisms indicate that the probability of
extinction of a species increases with decreasing population size (Schaffer and Samson,
1985; Pimmet aI., 1988). In addition, extinction rates of the ecloparasites of birds could
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also be affected by bebavioural responses sochas preening (Cotgreave and OaytOn. 1994;
Han. 1997). The four auks in the present study have very different bill morphology with
Puffins having lateral.l.y compressed, deep bills; Razorbills having less compressed. longer
bills; and the Mwres having elongate. pointed bills (Gaston and Iones. 1998). It has been
sbown that variations in bill dimensions pll:vent adequate preening in many avian hosts
(Cotgreave and Clayton. 1994). Based on Cotgreave and Clayton's (1994) study, the
mlUlCS would seem to be more efficient in preening ectoparasites particuJaraly the smaller
ones taxa, such as feather mites. Puffins and razorbills would generally be expected to be
less efficient in removing some ecloparnsiles. However, no data exists on the preening
efficiency of the four host species in this study. Allopreening (preening another bird) has
been observed. in all four auks, although the cxtentto which it influences parasile extinction
rales bas not been determined. (Gaston and lones, 1998). AlIopreening reduces
ectoparasite (oads considerably in certain penguin species (Hart. 1997). It seems plausible
10 assume that ecloparasite extinction rates resulting from behavioral adaptations of the auk
hosts may have an influence on nesledness ofectoparasite infracommunities.
Host-habitat relationships
Habitatdivetsity and tbedier: and foraging strategies ofbosts all affect parasite
communities (Choe and Kim.. 1987; Guegan et al .• 1992; Guegan and Hugueny, 1994). In
the present study, species richness was generally higher in Puffins and Razorbills,
although it was signif1CllIlLly higher in the Razotbills compared to both murres. Several
faclors could have been responsible for this variation in richness and hence nestedness.
Habitat type used by the four auks were different, the Puffins using grassy habitat and
Razorbills and Mwres using rocky habitat (See Chapter 3). Certain soil anhropods
preferring grassy over rocky habitats would thus be unlikely to be represented in the
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infracommunities of Razorbills and Murres. In addition to habitat, the aggregation in the
auks could have enhanced horizontal transmission (Chapter 3). changing patterns of
infracommunity richness. since bod! prevalence and relative abundance are highly
com:lated with richness (Shaw and Dobson. 1995). Increased transmission in aggrega:ed
bast species could produce greater similarity among individuals. thereby increasing
nestedness (see beta diversity below). The observed nestedness scores were contnry to
the expectation. since nestedness was higher in the less aggreglUed host species which bad
lower horizonla.! transmission of cetoparasites (Chapter 3). A third factor could be
responsible for this cauter intuitive observation. Foraging behavior of the auks could have
modified richness by selecting against ectoparasites that are not adapted to submersions
during a dive (Cboe and Kim. 1987). Deeper diving Murre.s would be expected to have
different parasite infraconununities compared to Razorbills and puffins based on the
adaptations of their ectoparasites (Choe and Kim, 1988: Burger. 1991). Diving behaviour
and ectoparasite abundance was not investigated in this study. A combination of aU of the
above factor's could have produced the observed panerns of nestedness of the ectoparsite
infracommunities of the four auk species.
Nestedness was significantly different among the four auk species and host-
coloniality had a negative relationship with observed nestedoess scores. 'The largest
differences in nestednes.s were observed among the puffins and the two murres. the species
with the most contrasting colonial aggregations (Tables 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). Razorbills
showed less, but significant. differences in nestedness scores compared to puffins and tl1e
roWleS. since they represented the "moderately" aggregated host species. These values
implied that host coloniality had a relative Iy strong influence on nested subset patterns of
ectoparasite infracommunities. Additionally. ooloniality might also indirectly influence
nestedness by altering diffemtial colonization rates of certain ecloparasites (as noted above)
when horizontal transmission is high (Rozsa et aI.• 1996: Rekasi et aI.• 1997; Chapter 3).
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Tht: mt:CUIing of nt:stedness
The observed nested subset patterns in the C:Cloparasite infracomm.unities sboW' that
the distnbutions ale DOl random assemblages. Rather. the distribution has SUUetule tbal is
governed by proc:csses that affect individuals and populations of parasites as well as tlJcir
hosts. Relative nestedness is strongly negativdy conelaled with beta diversity (a measure
of the similarity of the species composition of communities: Wright and Reeves, 1992).
The bela diversity of a group of communities decreases as the similarity in !he species-
composition of the conununities increases. An increase in nesledness correlates with a.
decrease in beta diversity (an increase in the similarity of the communities). The nestedness
scores of!he infracommunities of!he four auk species were low. implying !hat !he
compositions of the different infracommunities (in a given host species) were very
dissimilar. In other words, the level of exposureand andlor susceptibility of individual
hoslS to the range of parasites differed considerably. Conversely. higher nestedoess scores
wouJd suggest low beta diversity. which in tum would mean that the hosts did not v~ in
their exposure andlor susceptibility to infection by some of the parasilCS in the parasite
component community.
4.5: Conclusion
Patterns of ectoparuite species-richness did DOt c:orrellue positively with coloniality
of hosts nor did it increase with host size within bost species. Nesled subset structures
were evident in ectoparasite infracommunities in the four auk host species. Relative
nestedness differed among the four species and this difference seemed to have a link wiirn
host coloniality. The causes ofnestedness are varied and hard to isolate. butextinctil)fIl
rates of ectoparasiles, detennined by several factors including preening by the host. could
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cause nesledoess in the examined auk species. Habitat diversity and fanging behaviour of
alcid hosts also ale potential cootribotOl'S 00 IlC'Stedness. More empirical evidence to
evaluate these hyPOtheses is required. 1be observed neslCdoess also suggests that
individuals of each oftbe four best species differed in their exposure and/or susceptibility
Ie infestation by the range ofectoparasites of eactl hasl species.
15
Table 4.3.1 Mean species richness of the c:etoparas.ite infracommunities
from the foue host species. Standard errors of the mean were estimated
using bootstrap methods.
N Mean richness Standard Error
Atlantic Puffin
Common Mum:
30
182.
2.
7.
3.0
4.1I..
2.3
0.31
0.52
0.28
0.33
Table 4.3.2 Relative nestedness indices (C) of the four
Alcid species, and associated Oxhran's Q, degrees of
freedom. and probability values.
Host Species C Q df P
Atlantic Puffin 0.298 187.2 19 «0.005
Razo<bill 0.252 91.2 18 <<0.005
Thick-billed Murre 0.123 58.0 IS <<0.005
Common Murre 0.169 72.3 I. «0.005
n
Table 4.3.3 Comparisoo between lbe relative nestedness (C )
across the four auk: species.
Hoot. HOSlb 'H(based 011 C values)
Atlantic Pullin Razorbill 4.9-·
Atlantic Puffin CommonMwre 25.6'-
Atlantic Puffin Thick-billed Mwre 36.3-·
Razori>ill CommonMwre 8.9-·
Razorbill Thick.-billed Mum: 14.2--
'Th.ick.-billedMurre CommonMwre 9.5··
.. uidlcate$ P <.<. 6.605.~ refers to dlRerences saw;;;; lhe z-
scores based on the. relative nestedness (C) of hosts '.' and 'b'.
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intnu::ommunltle$
(individual bints)
InfracommuDllles
(individual bints)
A
A
B c
c
Specie$
D
D
Fig.4.1.1 Two hypolbetical sets of infracommunities illustrating nestedness. Each row
represents an infracommunity whereas the columns show the species (A·F) found in the
various iniracommunities (denoted by asterisks) a) shows species depauperate communities
as perfectly nested subsets of species rich communities. b) shows a random pattern and
species depauperate communities are not nesled subsets of richer infracommunities. The
average infracommunity richness and the average prevalence of each species are the same
in both the examples. (Adapted from Poulin, 1998)
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"'" (g)
Fig. 4.3.1 Relationship between infracommunity richness and mass in
Thick-billed Mwres (~0.05;P- 0.32).
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Chapter 5
General Discussion
S.l Diversity and ectoparasite community structure
The number of species of ectoparasite:s fouod in this srudy were siClilar- (() those
reported from auks by others (Eveleigh, 1974; Ballard and Ring, 1979; Cboe and Kim.
1987). The rather high diversity of ectoparasites implies that ectoparasites have adaptations
that help them cope with stresses related to the diving behaviour of their host auk species
(Burger, 1991).
What processes create and maintain such diverse ectoparasite assen:Jblages? The
answer to this question lies in the analyses of the observed pat!ems in this study.
Coloniality bad been suggested as a primary agent shaping avian ectoparas=itic communities
(Rozsa et at., 1996). However, my study suggested !hat host aggregation OX" coloniality
only affected the disuibution and abundance of certain eaoparasitic taxa. w-itb the majority
of taxa being unaffected. The coloniality ofbosts may be responsible for c.-eating a balance
between modenue to high loads in chicks and adults, potentially affecting bfetime
reproductive success of the species.
1be presence of nested subset patterns in ec:topansite communities andieated that
otherf~ contribute to the saucturing oftbesc. communities exist. One s.ucb fon:e could
be host behaviour. Preening, for example. could help reduce ectoparasite IClads of certain
taxa only (Eveleigh and ThreIfaI1, 1976). Spatial distributions of ectoparasites on individual
hosts could be caused. by preening as well as differences in microhabitat requirements of
specific ectoparasites (Cboe and Kim, 1987). Individual variation among IDost-preening
may generate differences in parasitic communities large enough to affect h~st fitness.
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Almost nothing is known about the fate of ectoparasite communities after the hosts
leave the breeding colonies and return to a pelagic existence at sea. 1bcre is a marked
decline in the residc.ot parasites in winter, bur whether reproduction takes place al all
during this period is DOl certain (Eveleigh and TI1re1fall. 1976). A more complete picrure of
the~ of these host-parasite assemblages can be obraincd by investigating parasire
abundance during the winter, when the auk: bosts are alsea.
S.2 Future research
'The ectoparasite loads of breeding auks have been quantified and compared in this
study. 'The technique used nceds modification and a correction factor for the estimates of
density and species-richness needs to be determined. A small number of euthanized auks
could be left in the delouser for different lengths of time and the rate of parasite removal
could be tested for time dependence.
Analyses oftbe ectoparasitic communities of auks outside the breeding season
could be challenging. Capturing live birds could be difficult, but birds taken during the
Newfoundland turr bunt (Common and 1bick-billed Munes are locally called tum). open
for- a brief period in fall, could represent a possible source of fresbly Itilled hosts.
Studies on breeding auks should be carried out in conjunction with sttJdies of
endoparasites to answer questions of disease transmission and prevalence.
Ausrromenopon spp., for example, have been sbown 10 carry infective and larval stages
of the filarial wonn genus, EuUmdana, in charadriifonn hosts bur wbelber
Austromf!nopon spp. of auks carry EJdimdana is not known (Bartlett, 1993). The loog-
teon affects orchis worm on the auks, if any. should be determined. Other helminths. like
Alcataenio spp. occur in auks (Hoberg, 1986). Some of the ectoparasites described in this
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srudy could serve as intennediare hOSlS for this genus. Mote studies are needed to reveal
such associations.
A focus should also be placed on long-tem1 studies encompassing different
colonies. Annual variations in parasite abundance could inDuence host reproductive
success. Additional knowledge about the teIIlpOIaI and spatial disuibution and abundance
of parasites could provide information on the evolutionary history of bast-parasite
assemblages (Hoberg, 1986). Host-parasite coevolution may be evident in some parasitic
species whereas events of host-switching may be evident in others (R.ozsa. 1993). Long-
tenn studies on entire systems covering separated geographic locations could answer
questions relating to the evolution of such systems.
The study of wildlife parasitology is interesting in ilS own right and with every
question answered, more new questions emerge. This study answered a question relating
to host social systems and ectoparasite burdens. It also showed the importance of studying
parasites as communities and the presence of non-random structure in the distribution of
ectoparasitic communities. Both endoparasites and ectopatasites need to be studied in
order to obtain a better perspective on avian parasitology.
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APPENDIX I: Classification
Classification scheme oflhe insects collected in this study, based on Amen. Jr. (1993) and
Siebe (1981).
Class INSECTA
orne< MalIophoga')
Suborder Iscbnocera
Family Philopteridae
Sa~mU1ldssonia calva
Sa~mundssoniafratucula~
Sa~m",ndssonia celidoxa
Quadrac~ps obliqua 1
Quadraceps helgovauki
Quadrac~ps alca~
Suborder Amblycera
Family Menoponidae
Austromenopon uriae
Austrom~nopon ni8ropl~urum
Order Coleoptera
Family Staphytinidae
Subfamily Aleocharinae
Order Thy.sanoprera
OrderDipcen.
Suborder Brachycera
Infraorder MuscomorphaJ
OrdeICoIlembola
Order Siphonaptera
Family Ccmophyllidae
Subfamily Ceratophyllinae
Orchopeas leucopus
I. The order Mallophaga is also regarded as a suborder within the order Phthiraplera (e.g.
Borror, 1981)
2. The genus Cummjngsi~lIa is regarded as being synonymous to Quadrac~ps by
i~:~~ai~ ~~~~~·ra~~.V~;~~~~aj(~5~i~~ s(i~lj)a~~s~~~e~t~en~= are used
comprehensive work on the Charadriiform 10llse genera.
3. Also Cyclorraphous Brachycera
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APPENDIX 1.: ClassificatiOll
ClassificatiOll scheme of the Acarioe taxa coUected in this study, based on KranlZ (1978).
Wheeler and Tluelfall (1989). and Sooenshine (L991).
Class ARACHNIDA
Sutx:lass ACARI (fides and mites)
Order Parasitiformes
Suborder lxodidal
Superfamily Ixodoidea
Family Ixodiclae(Hard ticks)
Ixodu "riae
Order Acariformes
Suborder Acaridida1
Superfamily Analgoidea
Family AllopticLae (featber mites)
A[[optu sppJ.
Suborder Onbatida"
unknown Acari
I. Also Metastigmala
2. Suborder was named Sarc:optiformes (Baker, 1952) and Astigmata (Krantz. 1970), bolh
cited in Ktantz(1978).
3. The .wbgenus COlluralloptn is recognized wilhin the genus AlkJptes of the Alcidae
4. Also Cryplostigmata
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